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PREFACE 

Whether grown in a particular country or not, wood is a virtually uni
versal material that is familiar to people all over the world. It is used for 
many purposes but principally for conscruction, furniture, packaging and other 
specialized uses such as transmission poles, railway ties, matches and house
hold articles. The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), 
which was established in 1967 to assist developing countries i~ their efforts 
to industrialize, has the responsibility within th~ United Nations system for 
assisting in the development of secondary woodworking industries and has car
ried out this responsibility since its inception at the national, regional and 
interregional levels by means of projects both large and small. 1.JNIDO also 
assists by preparing manuals on topics that are conmon to the woodworking sec
tors of most count~ies.* 

The lectures presented at tl::e Timber Engineering Workshop (TEW), held 
from 2 to 20 May 1983 at Melbourne, Australia, are part of the continuing 
efforts of UNIDO to help engineers and specifiers appreciate the role that 
wood can play as a structural material. Collected in the form of 38 chapters, 
these lecturts have been entitled Timber Construction for Developing Countries, 
which forms part of the General Studies Series. Two of the chapters make up 
this third volume of the collection, Durability and Fire Resistance. The TEW 
was organized by UNIDO with the cooperation of the Con111onwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organization (CSIRC) and was funded by a contribution made 
under the Australian Government's vote ~f aid to the United Nations Industrial 
Development Fund. Administrative support was provided by the Department of 
Industry and Conunerce of the Australian Government. The remaining lectures 
(chapters), which covar a wide range of subjects, including case studies, are 
contained in four additional volwnes, as shown in the table of contents. 

Following the pattern established for other speciali~ed techni~al train
ing courses in this sector, notably the course on furniture and joinery and 
that on criteria for the selection of woodworking machinery,** the lectures 
were complement~d by visits to sites and factories, discussion sessions and 
work assignmtnls carried out by small group~ of participants. 

It is hoped that thP ~nhl ;,.,...;,.... c these lectures will lead to the 
g~eater use of timber as a structural material ~o help satisfy the tremendous 
need in the developing countries for domestic, agricultural, industrial and 
coll'll'lercial buildings and for structures such as bridges. It is also hoped 
that the lectures will be of use to tear.hers in training institutes as well RS 

to engineers and architects in public and private practice. 

Readers should note that the examples cited often reflect Australian 
conditions and thus may not be wholly applicable to developing countries, 

''These ar:tiv{t~es are described more fully in the booklet UNIDO for 
lndustri(ilization: Wood Processing and Wood frod.ucts (PI/78J. 

,,,.,Thr: le•:tures fo•· these two cc>urses were collected and published as 
Furnitur~ and Joineu lnd1i~trie~ . for P~_ve.lop~n& .Co.ur..~r.ie& (t:nited Nations 
puhlir.ation, Sales No. E.88.III.E.7) and TeGlmical. C...rHeda !or t.he. Selection 
of Woodworking Machines (UNJDO publication, Sales No. 92.1.E). 
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despite the widespread use of the Australian timber stress grading and 
strength grouping systems and despite the wide range of conditions encountered 
on the Australian subcontinent.. Moreover, it must be remembered that some of 
the technology that is mentioned as having been new at the time of the 
Workshop (1983) may since then have been further developed. Similarly, 
standards and grading systems ',at were just being developed or introduced at 
that time have now become ac~~.ced. Readers should also note that the lec
tures were usually complemented by slides and other visual aids and by informal 
conments by the lecturer, which ~ave added depth of coverage. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Many developing countries are fortunate in having good resources of tim
ber, but virtually all cot'lltries make considerable use of wood and wood pro
ducts, whetht:r home-grown or imported, for housing and other buildings, in 
both str~ctural a.,d non-structural applications, as well as for furniture and 
cabinet work and specialized uses. Although wood is a familiar material, it 
is all too often misunderstood or not fully appreciated since it exists in a 
great ·.rariety of types and qualities. 

Some species, such as teak, oak and pine, are well known almost every
where while others, such as beech, eucalyptus, acacia, mahogany and rosewood, 
are known ~l'imarily in particular regions. Still others, notably the meran
tis, lauans and keruing, which come from South-East Asia, have only recently 
been introduced to widespread use. Very many more species exist and are known 
locally and usually used to good purpose by those in the business. Also, 
plantations are now providing an increasing volume of wood. 

The use of timber for construction is not new and, in fact, has a very 
long tradition. In many countries this tradition has unfortunately given way 
to the use of other materials - notably, concrete, steel and brick - whose 
large industries have successfully supported the development of design infor
mation and the teaching of methods for engineering them. This has not been so 
much the case for timber, despite considerable efforts by some research and 
development institutions in countries where timber and timber-framed construc
tion have maintained a strong position. Usually the building methods are 
based on only a few wtll-known coniferous (softwood) species and a limited 
number of standard sizes and grades. For these, ample design aids exist, and 
relatively few problems are encountered by the very many builders involved. 

Recent developments in computer-aided design and in factory-made com
ponents and fully prefabricated houses have led to better quality control and 
a decreased risk of site problems. Other modern timber engineering develop
ments have enabled timber to be used with increasing confidence for an ever 
wider range of structures. This has been especially so in North America, 
Western Europe, Australia and New Zt:aland. 

UNIDO feels that an important means of tiansferring this technology is 
the organization of specialized training courses that introduce engineers, 
architects and specifiers to the subject and draw their attention to the 
advantages of wood, as well as its disadvantages and potential problem areas, 
and also to reference sources. In this way, for particular projects or struc
tures, w~od will be fairly considered in competition with other materials and 
used when appropriate. Comparative costs, aesthetic considerations and tra
<li ti on .nu~t naturally be taken into account in the context of each country and 
prnject, but it is h0ped that the publication of these lectures will lead 
lhose involved to a rational approach to the use of wood in construction and 
remove some of the misunderstandings and misapprehensions all too often assoc
ial~rl with this ~ncient yet ~odern material. 

NEXT PAGES left BLANK. 
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I. DURABILITY OF TIMBER 
John Beesley* 

Wood preservation is the art of extending the useful life of timber in 
the service of mankind, with a time-scale measured in decades rather than in 
seasons or years. Although wood does not deteriorate just with the passing of 
time, some changes will take place in timber in service. Further, timber in 
service will be exposed to a variety of detrimental h<=ards that may operate 
continuously or intermittently, consecutively or concurrently. These forces 
may be consistent or they may change in both nature and severity during the 
service life of the timber. 

By classifying these hazards and defining the various parameters that: 
limit their effect or extension, it is possible to estimate the probable use
ful life of untreated timber and to assess the relative merits of substituting 
preservative-treated timber for untreated timber in new structures. In the 
case of existing buildings, this knowledge will be useful in assessing and 
anticipating the costs and consequences of taking no action, instituting reme
dial treatments, with minor repairs and replacements, or of undertaking a 
major reconstruction. 

l. Mechanical <Jetg_d,gratiQil 

Timber that has split, shattered or broken, or that has been abraded and 
worn, is suffering from mechanic::al deterioration. If failure is due entirely 
to mechani~al causes and has not been initiated or aggravated by other causes, 
the remedy is simple. The timber must be repaired or replaced with a harder, 
heavier, stronger piece of wood, or a facing must be employed to protect the 
piece from further wear. The possibility that poorly designed fastenings are 
inducing splitting should not be overlooked. 

2. Chemical deterioration 

Woorl is relatively resistant to the action of most chemicals and, in fart, 
1s frequently userl in a wide range of industries i:i which chemical reactions 
an~ an integral pa1·t of the process. As a rule, wood is more resistant to the 
action of stron~ ;icids than strong ;ilkalis. Chemical deterioration is 11ncom
mo11 i11 the c;tnwture of most h1iilrlings. 

The first r~medy. when chP.miral d~terioration is suspecterl, is to examine 
th': possibility of eliminating tl1': S'lurce of the tro•1ble. If that is not 
pr;1ctit:al, it mnv he possihl..- to prot••f't t.h•• wnorl hy some sort of b;irrier or 
"Oil I. j II~. 

1 . I' h y s i ' a I <1 •.: t ~ r i 'H ;it i,., n 

!'hvsi,·;11 rl•·• .. i·iqr;ition i·: f .. ·:;t <l•·f in"rl -1:-: r1 .. 1_,~r?r>r;it_j,,11 rl•t•· 1,, tl1•· ,p·t in11 

"' lir·;it "r moi.<:1•11·,. Won<! i: .. 1 1· ••·!· • .,11rf•vt_r11· ,,f hr·;i• !->11t ··.111 h•· i~nit_,-d :ind 

'''ForrnPrly ;1r1 nffin:r of r:~;IJW, lli·:isioP of r:h,:mir·;il ;md Wood 
:•1 .. Jh1111r11•·. i11 r·1111j111v·tion wit.!1 r:1w11 WrHt r:tiin, n. r:nllf~t.t., .J. 
r:. IJ. llnwir·v ;iwl 11. Mrr:a1·thy. 

Tf·<·h110 I ogy. 
<:rrffjP]rl, 
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will burn when exposed to an ignition source. However, even when the wood is 
burning, the deJJth charred may not be very great curing the early sta~es of 
combustion, and the loss of strength in a structural-sized member will be 
small. Prolonged exposure to high temperature, that is temperatures above the 
boiling point of water, will cause embrittlement and loss of strength, but 
such conditions are not comnon in dwellings. Under most normal conditions, it 
is possible to protect structural timbers from undue exposure to excessive 
heat either by removing or modifying the heat source or by inserting a suit
able insulating material be~ween the heat source and the timber. 

Wood is hygroscopic and absorbs moisture from the atmosphere. Dry wood 
swells when wetted and wet wood shrinks when it dries. When, on the average, 
wood neither absorbs water from the atmosphere nor loses moisture to it, it is 
said to be in equilibrium with that particular atmosphere. For example, in 
Melbourne, the equilibrium moist~re content for most timbers is about 14 per 
cent on an oven-dry weight basis in winter and about ll per cent in summer, 
depending on the summer. 

Shrinkage is not uniform either within a species or between species. In 
general, longitudinal shrinkage is least and taqgential shrinkage is greatest, 
with radial shrinkage usually nearer the tangential than the longitudinal 
shrinkage. Hence there is a problem of differential movement where two com
ponents meet at right angles to one another as, for example, with the stile 
and the bottom rail of window joinery. 

Most joinery and furniture is made from seasoned wood. If allowed to 
become wet, swelling will occur; this may cause joints to split. Glues are 
not always water-resistant, and any significant increase in moisture content 
is almost sure to adversely affect the surface finishes of paint, polish or 
varnish. 

Prolonged exposure to very humid conditions could result in the growth of 
moulds and decay fungi. 

Wood that is freely exposed to the weather deteriorates. This deteriora
tion is characterized by the silvering of the surface, which often also becomes 
eroded and irregular and may split. Weathering is a complex phenomenon attrib
uted to a combination of the effects of exposure to ultraviolet light, heating 
and cooling, wetting and drying, ~rosion by wind-blown dust and other proces
ses that in time lead to the bleaching and leaching of surface fibres and the 
development of surface checks. In some timbers, these surface checks are the 
foci of further weathering. 

Paint, well-maintained, provides the best protection against weathering. 
Pigmented, water-repellent preservative stains are a r.heaper and slightly less 
effective alternative. Unpi11;mente".1 r:oatin11;s (dear finishes) usually f ai I to 
filter out the ultraviolet light that r:~uses bleaching and may fail t0 proter:t 
against the entry of water after a few months. That is to say, unpigmented 
coatings can be expected to break rlown, at the coating-timber interface, after 
n few months service. 

5. ~iological deterioration 

The deterioration of timber attributed to living organisms is called hio
logir.al deterioration. It is the form of unwanted deterioration most often 
encountered, and it is still insufficiently understood. In nature, biological 
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agencies are responsible for recycling most living materials. It is only ~hen 
man's needs conflict with what nature intended that problems arise. 

Timber is an important building material. Before man learned to make use 
of it as a building materiai, trees grew in the forest, matured and died there. 
Throughout their life-cycle they were subjected to various forms of attack by 
insects and invasion and infection by fungi. Now, when timber may be required 
as a building material, it is still subject to the san:e hazards from insects 
and fungi. These invasions that occur during the growing period of the tree 
may affect the strength, quality or appearance of the timber obtained from the 
tree and may limit the uses to which it can be put. 

Fortunately, much is known about the insects and fungi that affect the 
utilization of timber as a building material. This chapter describes the 
various forms of fungal deterioration that caa occur in timber and describe 
the remedial measures, both natural and artifical, that may be taken to pre
vent, inhibit or reduce the extent of this deterioration. The success of such 
measures ultimately depends upon a thorough understanding of the conditions 
conducive to decay, the properties of the timbers themselves and the choice 
and availability of wood preservatives and preservative processes. 

Measures that effectively control insect attack in building timbers in 
one country are likely to be equally effective in another country, provided 
the insect pest has been correctly identifiP.d and something is known about its 
habits. This information is also set out in this chapter, with particular 
reference to Australian conditions. For example, in Australia, the connon 
powderpost borer, t,.yc_t~_hnmrreµ& Steph., is readily controlled by sodium 
fluoride or boron-based preservatives. These treatments will be just as 
efficacious elsewhere. What first needs to be done is to ascertain the 
lyctid-susceptibility of the local timbers and then to decide which of the 
several alterative treatments would be the most applicable under the prevail
ing circumstances. 

A. The fwigal deterioration of wood and its control 

I. Natural J!.u.rahility and fungal attack 

Timbers vary enormously in their natural resistance to insects and decay 
or other fungal attat:k. Some species, such as ironbark, teak and redwood 
(Sequo.ia spp. ), are very resistant to both decay and insect attack and are 
known as durable species. Others, like radiata pine, coachwood and mountain 
ash, have very little natural resistance and are regarded as being non
durable, or even perishable. Also, since it is rare to find that the sapwood 
of a timber has any appreciable resistance to fungal attack, it must for all 
practical purposes be regarded as perishable unless it is properly treated 
with a wood preservative. Therefore, the natural durability o! a timber 
species is always assessed by referring to the resistance of its mature heart
woorl to insert ~nd fungal att~rk. 

Because timbers vary so widely in the natural durability of their heart
wood, it is ner.essary to have some form of classification for natural dura
bility. The system most widely used throughout Australia was developerl hy 
CSIRO and has been adopted by the Standards Assodation of Australia. It 
recognizes four rlurability classes: 

(a) Durability class 1. Species of the highest n3turaJ durability, e.g. 
grey box and yellow box, grey ironbark and red ironbark, wandoo and cypress 
pine; 
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(b) Durability class 2. Durable species, but not as good as class l 
species, e.g. red gum, jarrah, yellow stringybark and western red cedar; 

(c) Durability class 3. Moderately durable species, e.g. southern blue 
gum, messmate, stringyba~k and karri; 

(d) Durability class 4. Non-durable species or species of low natural 
resistance to ftmgal attack, e.g. mountain ash, manna gum, coachwood and 
sassafras, radiata pine and meranti. 

This classification system is li:nited to the relative ourability values 
of different timbers. It would be misleading to quantify the expected servire 
life because of the infinite variety of conditions to which wood can be 
exposed in service. Under severe conditions, the service life achieved by the 
most durable species may not be much longer than that achieved by a species of 
~oderate natural durability under conditions where the hazard is both mild and 
intermittent. However, under the same conditions of exposure, the higher the 
natural durability of a species the longer is its service life likely to be. 

Unless otherwise stated, this system of classification refers to both 
decay resistance and resistance to attack by subterranean termites. Gener
ally, resistance to decay, which is the most damaging form of fungal attack, 
parallels resh;tance to termite attack, but some Australian species, such as 
brush box, exhibit much higher resistance to termite attack than to decay. It 
should be noted, too, that where a parcel of timber contains mixed species, or 
the species is unknown, it is usually safest to regard the timbers as being of 
durability class 4. Also, some timbers, such as Dougl3s fir, that are rated 
at durability class 4 perform remarkably well when exposed to the weather if 
they have no ground contact. It should be recognized, therefore, that the 
CSIRO system of durability classification refers to ground contact conditions 
where decay and subterranean termite attack form a combined hazard. 

The decay resistance of a timber is due mainly to the deposition of com
plex substances, the heartwood extractives, in the newly fcrmed heartwood. 
Many of these are more or less toxi~ to fungi and insects and act as natural 
preservatives. Amongst the eucalypts, these substances appear to be polyphen
olic compounds, which are related to the tannins. fhe precise chemical nature 
of many of these compounds has not yet been determined. 

The decay resistance of timbers varies widely, not onJy between different 
specier. and between different trees of the same species but also within indi
vidual trees. The within-tree variation is mainly in the radial direction, 
\"j th the outer (most ne,dy formed) heartwood being the most durable part of 
the tree and the core or pith being relatively non-durable. The relativeJy 
low durability of the core is believed to be due in part to the lower resis
tance of the heartwood of a young tree and in part to the aging of the toxir. 
exlractives in the standing tree. Thi. core. or brittle heart, whir.h exists 
in most eur:alypts, tends t0 i">P•·nme l:in:er ;:i::; thP. tr~e iz;r0wi:: olrter. ;rnrl i r 
:ifferts the rer.nv~ry of usef11! timh<'r frnm thP. lniz;. 

Facts about fungi 

Fun~i ;in· pl:ints, but nnt ~r"Pt\ plant::;. Th<'y };irk rhlnrnphyll, tlw :~111• 

stanrf' that givf's green plants thP.i1· ,·<dour and enahles them, in the presP.nn' 
of light, lo synthesize sugar~ anrl starch from the carbon dioxide of the air 
;11111 waler from lhe soil. Sinr·e tu11gi rlo not have the rapacity to syn!.hP.sizP 
their own nourishmP.nt from air ;mrl w.:it.cr, they get their nourishment hy <ii~est

ing organir matlf·r, living as prtr;isitP.s (on living matter) nr .:is saprnphytPs 
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(on dead organic matter). The fungi that cause decay in timber live on the 
dead vood cells of the plant. 

The fungal plant body consists of microscopic, branching, thread-like 
tubes called hyphae, which ramify through the nutrient source. Sometimes 
these hyphae spread over the surface of the host material to form a dense mat, 
which may be characteristic of the particular decay fungus present. This mat 
may also give rise to the fruiting body, the means by which these fungi sex
ually reproduce. With other fungi, including many wood-destroying fungi, the 
fruiting body may be fleshy, leathery or corky. Whether the fruiting body is 
a massive bracket or mushroom or a mic~oscopic one borne on the mycelial mat, 
it is capable of releasing myriads of microscopic spores, each of which can 
develop into a new plant. 

In br~ad terms, fungal attack on vood can take the form of surface mould, 
which can develop within two or three days. It is more likely to affect sap
wood than heartwood but does not penetrate the timber. It may take the form 
of staining or discoloration that can penetrate deeply into sapwood within a 
few hours of the felling of a tree. The staining or discoloration may affect 
the heartwood, but it seldom has much effect on the strength properties of the 
sapwood although it may seriously mar its appearance. When fungal attack on 
wood takes the form of decay, or rot, there is a significant loss of strength. 
Some rots develop in the standing tree, while others affect timber in service. 

In broad terms, all fungi that attack wood have the same basic require
ments, whether they are moulds, stains or rots (fungi that produce decay, or 
loss of strength, in wood). Staining fungi can infect the living tree as well 
as freshly felled timber. Both moulds and stains can develop on susceptible 
timber in a very short time, while deca} develops rather more slowly. If con
ditions favourable to fungal development are allowed to persist for an extended 
period of time, the timber can be expected to decay. The presence of surface 
moulds or staining is indicative of conditions that are, or have been, con
ducive to the development of decay. However, under suitable conditions, decay 
can develop without any evidence of moulding or staining. 

3. Cmld.itions necessarv for funsal development 

In general, five conditions must be satisfied before fungal development 
can occur, and the absence of any one of these may be sufficient to prevent it. 
Severe staining and moulding can develop in three or four days under favourable 
conditions, but for severe decay to develop, suitable conditions must persist 
for several weeks or longer. 

Moulds, stains and decay-producing fungi spread by releasing millions of 
microscopic spores (fungal "seeds") into the air. Fungal spores contaminate 
most of the air and nearly all unprotected surfaces. Even in almos~ completely 
enclosed cavities in a structure. there will be some air exchange and, sooner 
or later, fungal spores will enter. 

The spores of moulds and tier:ay-producin~ fungi are so widespread that 
susceptible materials are almost. certain to be affected whenever conditions 
suitable for fungal development occur. further, once wood has started to 
decay, the rottetf wood absorbs moisture more readily and reteins it longer 
than does similar undecayed wood. 
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Unlike green plants, which contain chlorophyll to enable them to synthe
size sugars and starch from air and water in the presence of light, fungi lack 
chlorophyll and require an organic substrate upon which they grow through the 
action of enZ}"llles such as cellulases. amylase, hemicelhilase and ligninase. 
Moulds and s· •• i.ns derive their nourishment from the cell contents and not the 
cell valls, ,;o they have little effect on strength properties. Rots, or 
decays, on •he other hand, nourish themselves by dissolving the components of 
the cell wall, so they have a marked eff~ct on mechanical properties. Their 
development can be accelerated by the presence of additional nutrients, espec
ially nitrogeno,,s fertilizers. Hence, decay can be very rapid in livestock 
transports, fertilizer plants and in timbers in contact with fertilizPd soil. 

Since oxygen diffuses only very slowly through water, wood that is com
pletely submerged in water or in waterlogged soil, such as foundation piles 
driven to the water table, decays at an extremely slow rate and needs no other 
protection against decay. Also, logs or chips stored under water in log ponds 
or under continuous water sprays remain sound for long periods. The moisture 
content of many types of freshly felled wood is so high, especially in the 
sapwood, that fungal attack is confined to the surface by the lack of oxygen 
further in, partly because the o>:ygen has been consumed by surface-growing 
fungi. The wood must therefore dry out to some extent before any appreciable 
decay or fllllgal staining can develop. 

It might be thought that wood could be preservee1 by enclosing it com
pletely in paint, fibreglass or plastic to exclude oxygen, but many of these 
materials are relatively pervious to oxygen. Since it is also very difficult 
to ensure that not even a pinprick can develop to admit oxygen or water, this 
method cannot be relied on. 

Suitable tempe~~ture 

Atmospheric temperatures are rarely major factors in decay since fungi 
can operate over a wide range of ambient temperatures. The optimum tempera
ture for decay fungi is usually between 20° C and 30° C, so that decay is much 
more rapid in warmer localities, but most can still function down to 5n C and 
can cause slow decay even in cool stores. Most fungi can tolerate short 
exposures to even the highest atmospheric temperatures but are killed fairly 
rapidly if exposed to temperatures of 40°-50° C. Thu!> it is possible to 
arrest decay by heating wooden articles, for instance in a kiln, long enough 
for the innermost parts of the woori to come to these temperatures. This kills 
the fungi present hut does not protect the wood from further infection. 

A supply of moisture 

All fungi neeri a supply nf mnis~111" ... Withnut it, th"Y tliP. ft is WPll 
lrnown that permanently dry wootl nP.ver rots ;mt!. in fart, almost all fun$ti neP.d 
hoth some fr~e water in the c~l l r;wi tv ;m" th~ "hound" water in th~ ··el I 
wall. Uec.ay normally occurs onlv .1t moist11r~ ··nnt~nts abov~ thf~ fihr·~ sat11r:1-
lion point, whil'h is between lO ;md l'l per· , .• ~nt for most timh•,1·s. TIH!rt: may 
her.low dP.cay hy somr. fungi, cspc,..ially soft rot. fungi, at lower moisture r·on 
tents, snit is usually considererl that any wood wii.h a moisture content of 
over 2~ per cent is liable to dec.ay. 
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The fungus itself can produce a considerable amount of water from the 
chemical dec0111position of the wood, and this may help to keep the moisture 
content of the wood at a level favourable t~ fungus development. 

The distribution of moisture within a piece of wood in service, or in 
storage, is usually very uneven. A moisture content of less than 25 per cent 
near the surface, or even a mean moisture content of less than 25 per cent, 
may still leave parts of the wood moist enough for decsy. Moreover, most 
decay-producing fungi will remain alive, though inactive, for months in air
dry wood and will continue to grow sporadically in wood that is intermittently 
wet. 

It is important to realize that by far the most effective means of pro
tecting wood from fungal attack is to keep it dry. The great bulk of the tim
ber used in buildings is never exposed to a decay hazard ~ecause it is too dry, 
and almost all the decay occuring in timber not in ground contact can be traced 
to vetting of the timber in ways that could have been easily and inexpensively 
avoided by thoughtful design and careful construction and mainte3ance. 

4. Mould growth 

Mould does not penetrate the timber but forms a powdery or cottony growth 
on the surface, where the fungi have grown on the food reserves that the tree 
has stored in the ray cells. Like blue stain, mould tends to be most severe 
on sapwood, and especially on sapwood with a high starch content. Its devel
opment depends not only on the moisture content of the wood but also on atmo
spheric humidity. Hence, it is most prevalent in warm, humid climates, on 
block-stacked timber or on moist timber held in a closed space, such as in a 
ship's hold. Mould does not penetrate through the cell walls and so has no 
effect on the strength of the wood. Since it is readily removed by brushing 
or, alternatively, by dressing the timber, its effect on appearance is not as 
serious as that of staining fungi. 

Mould growth often occurs in combination with fungal stain, and its pres
ence indicates that the wood is being, or has been, kept under undesirably 
moist conditions. It may interfere with the drying and gluing of timber and 
especially of veneers. Where control is desirable, it may usually be achieved 
with the same type of solution that is used for sap stain, perhaps at a higher 
concentration, e.g. 1 per cent sodium pentachlorophenate plus l per cent borax. 

Fungal staining is a colTll'lon ca1.1se of degradation in timber. Discolora
tion, which is usually grey or blue grey, and sometimes brown, yellow or 
orange, occurs as wide longitudinal bands, usually confined to the sapwood of 
the timber. It i::; associated with the presence of hyphae within the wood. 
The colour is due to the colour of the hyphae, to the excretion of coloured 
m<tterial from them nr to the pro<tw:tion nf <tbnormal colourations by the 1 iving 
r:ells of the tn~e under the stimulus nf fungal attack. Although these fungi 
rnmify through susceptible wood. ;is do decay fungi, they do not dissolvP. the 
wood suhstanr.e h11t live mainlv on the ndl contents, especially starch. Like 
rl1><'.ay fungi, st<tining fungi ar-· •m;it-J<> tn tiev~lop in rlry woorl .:mrl possibly .:ir•· 
inhihit~d hy the lark of oxygen in w;tter-sn<tkerl wnod. 

~taining is not accompa11ied by any pronounced loss of strength. Degrada
tion ronsistr. almost entirely of the less attractive appearance of the woort. 
The rlisr.olorntion r.aused hy hlue stain fungi is extremely difficult to remove 
hy hleachinl(, and it becomes even more conspicuous when the timber is given a 
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clear finish. Some staining fungi can cause an appreciable loss in impact 
resistance, so wood required to have high impact strength shculd be free from 
blue stain. Moreover, since the conditions required by the staining fungi are 
very similar to those favouring decay fungi, staining is a sign that incipient 
decay may also be present and be causing loss of strength. Stained wood ~~y 
be much more absorbent than sound wood. and this may be detrimental in wood 
preservation and perhaps in gluing. Staining fungi may also affect the paint
holding qualities of the wood. 

Infection of a log by staining 
where bark has been removed and at 
hole borers and of bark beetles. 

fungi usually starts at cut ends, at areas 
insect boreholes, especially those of pin
It also starts in sawn boards iDDediately 

after sawing. Infection is rapid under warm conditions, and surface treatments 
applied more than 48 hours, or even 24 hours, after felling or after sawing 
may be too late. 

Sawn boards are protected by being dipped inmediately after sawing in an 
anti-sap stain dip, which usually contains 0.5 per cent of sodium pentachlor
ophenate and 1. 5 per cent of borax. Recently, the fungicide Difolatan has 
become popular. Dipping can be done either by hand or by passing the board on 
moving chains through a dipping trough. This should give sufficient protec
tion to allow the board:-; to be air-seasoned without degradation. The protec
tion of logs is more difficult, so it is important to extract and convert the 
logs as soon as possible after felling. A stronger anti-stain solution, such 
as 2 per cent pentachlorophenol in light oil, together with an insecticide if 
borers are present, may be effective if it is applied to cut ends and barked 
areas within a few hours of felling. Another good method is to store the logs 
under water sprays pending conversion [I]. 

6. Decay 

The term decay is used to describe any type of fungal attack that, if 
al lowerl to continue unchecked. eventually causes si:vere loss of strength in 
the infected wood. The fungi that cause decay grow through moist wood as a 
branching network of microscopic tubes, known as hyphae, that somewhat resem
bles the root system of a plant. Within decaying wood, the individual hyphae 
are too small to be seen without the aid of a microscope; with a microscope, 
they are readily identifiable. As the dP.cay progresses, the hyphae often form 
wefts or fans of white cottony or fine silky material on the surface of the 
wood that is typical of the particular fungus species. The fruit body is the 
organ of the fungus that produces millions of microscopic spores and releases 
them into the atmosphere to hP disseminated hy air currents, propagating the 
species. 

Chemically, wood consists of a mixture of eel luloses, nemir.el luloses :mil 
I ignin, ;111 of whid1 are insoluhle. When attar.ked hy the fungi that r·;msf: 
rlec·ay, earh hyph:tl tip within the wood serretes P.nzymes that rlissolve the wood 
s11bstance to form simpler, solubl!~ pr<"ht• t.s thal r:an h"! absorbed and 11ti I iv:rl 

by the f11ni;tus. l\rown rot fun~:i :1tt;id·. thf: cellulose anrl hemif'.f:ll11los1: of th(· 
r:ell wall hut .:tn: unable to d1:st.roy tlu: liRnin. whirh forms a m;ijor part of 
lht• wall s11hslm1r·,.s. This imparls ;i rlark brown rolm1r lo f.t1,. woorl. ~inr·•· 

most of the st1.,·~111:th of woorl 1·,.sts in the rellulose fib1·ils, a brown rnl 

fungus will still destroy tl1>: wnnrl. 111 Lv·t, by tlw lim"" lit<-: wood h;1s !o:;I 

about orlf: h;ilf it~; original Wf:ighl thrrn1gh decay hy a brown rot (1111g11s, it ran 
usually br: n:clun:cl to a fine powrf.:r hy ruhhing hr.tween the fingers. Whilr· rnt 
fungi an• .:thlr t.n .:tt.tllrk thi- 1 ignin ;is wr; 1 ;is thr. rel luloses ;ind hemirr·l 111 
loses. Thi' removal of the lignin .:tr,.01nt.s for the bleached appearanre of th•~ 

den'lyecl wood. Some "-"hite rot fungi :1r-: ahlf: to rlestroy wood almost complr~l•:ly, 
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reducing its original weight by about 98 per cent. The mechanical strength of 
wood may be seriously reduced by incipient decay, with little visible sign of 
fungal attack. Resistance to impact is likely to be affected first, so that 
timber required to have a high impact strength should be either pre-tested or 
carefully inspected for incipient decay. Decayed wood also abso~bs water far 
more readily than similar sound wood. This fact should not Le overlooked when 
timber is subjected to intermittent wetting, for once decay has started, the 
wood will take up more water with each wetting. 

7. Types of decay: detection and appearance 

Decay, especially beneath paint, is often detected only at a relatively 
late stage, usually as a result of the pronowiced shrinkage or mechanical 
breaking of the affected wood. Where the wood surface is exposed, decay may 
often be detected from a localized darkening in colour, or from the development 
of checks in the wood on drying. Where a timber structure is being system
atically examined for the occurrence or distribution of decay, the most 
effective procedure is to drive a blunt instrument, such as a thin-bladed 
screwdriver, into the wood, when the decayed portion is readily detected by 
the lower resistance to penetration. 

Decay may occur in the interior of a piece of wood, leaving an intact 
shell. Such internal decay may sometimes be detected by sounding, but the 
best method is to drill the wood (using, for example, a 6 nm bit in a small 
electric drill) and detect the decayed wood by its much lower resistance to 
drilling. Most decay causes the wood to break with a short brash or carrot-y 
fracture and may be tested for, especially in its early stages, by levering up 
splinters with a knife blade. 

Four terms are used to describe some important types of decay. 

Bro1ottl cubical rot 

In brown cubical rot the wood becomes dark and soft and breaks with a 
definite brash or carrot-y fracture; on drying, it shrinks abnormally and 
checks both along and across the grain to f.:>rm cubical pieces, which can even
tually be powd~red in the hands. Brown cubical rot is caused by members of a 
dass of higher fungi known as basidiomycetes, such as Serpula {f'kul_lj~), 
ConioRhor~ and some species of Po~i~· It is a common form of decay in 
flooring, weathertoarrls and poles and also occurs in hea£t rots. 

White stringy rot 

In white stringy rot, the wood may not change much in c~lour at first, but 
it becomes yellowish or whitish in the later stages of decay. It becomes soft 
hut does not shrink greatly in drying, and the highly decayed wood can be 
rf'cltirecl to short stringy particles rather than to powder. It is raused hy 
lirisicliomyceti::s s11ch as Fuscoporia. Fornes anri Trametes ;md is found in win<lnw 
jninery, weatherhoards, house stumps (fnun-lation piles) and heart rots, p•H
ticularly in hardwoods. 

Hhiti: porkr:t rot 

[11 white podret r0t, the W<lod show,.; small, distinct whitish pockets sepii
r.1t1:cl by narrow hands uf so11nrl wood ;rncl does not change greatly upon rlryin~. 
rt IS f"i!llS!~rl hy hasi<liomyn•t•·s s11d1 as Fomf:S ;md Hymcnochaetc m1<l is llS11i!lly ii 

h<•.1rl rot, tho11~h it mav illso rwr11r i\S ;i rot. in poles or other large timbers. 
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In soft rot, the wood is usually darkened and shows a brash fracture, but 
it may be quite hard and show little change upon drying out. Surface soft rot 
usually dries out to show cubical checking like brown cubical rot but on a much 
smaller scale, with "cubes" 0.8 to 3 mm across. It is caused by fungi such as 
C~etomium, Acremoniella and llirrlioJP~ces. Surface soft rot is comon in 
cooling towers, on badly weathered fence rails etc., and on durable timbers in 
ground contact. It is much more seve1~ in hardwoods than in softwoods. 

These are the most readily recognized forms of decay, but there are other 
intermediate or less definite forms, which are describ~d by other terms. 

Dry Z:-Qt 

In Europe the term dry rot is used specifically to describe the decay 
caused by the fungus Serpula (Merulius) ~crymans, which is now also found in 
Australia. The term is misleading since it implies the rotting of dry timber, 
which is not possible. In Australia, the term dry rot is commonly used to 
describe decay that has occurred without an obvious source of moisture, usually 
as a result of condensation. 

The term wet rot, which should also be avoided, is 
in very wet situations to distinguish it from dry rot. 
decay by Coniop~QU\ spp. 

sometimes used for rot 
It usually refers to 

This refers to decay occurring in the standing tree, usually as a narrow 
central column. Heart rots may be brown cubical rots, white pocket rots or 
white stringy rots. While they reduce the strength of the material, and the 
reduction may extend well beyond the visible margin of the rot, they do not 
necessarily indicate that further trouble will occur in service. Most sawn 
timber is used in conditions that a<e too dry to allow decay, and even where 
moisture is present and the conditions appear suitable, many heart rot fungi 
do not appear to be able to continue their attack in sawn timber. Wood showing 
heart rots usually absorbs water much more readily than SO\Dld wood, and this 
may increase the decay hazard in some conditions. 

8. ~urrenc~_Jfil~L~ontrol of decay 

Al 1 timber in contact wi ~h moist soil is at great risk of decay. Decay 
usually convnences at or sli6htly below ground level, but it may occur at ;my 
dlpth up to 2 metres or even more. espe~ially in sandy soils. When inspertin~ 
for decay. it is therefore desirable to excavate and probe well below ground 
level, and it may also be desirable to drill the timber since in many cases a 
st.ell of scund timber surrounds rotted wood. 

The most effective means of preventing decay in timbers in ground cont~r.t 
is the use of highly durable or preservative-impregnated timber. However, 
even with preservative salt retentions in excess of 20 kg/m3, soft rot r.an 
attack sapwood under certain conditions. The coating of new timber with 
r.reosote etc. has only a very short-term protective effect. Where decay is 
occnrring in existing posts or stumps and replacement is difficult, it may be 
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useful to apply a water-soluble diffusing preservative. This cafl be applied 
aro'..lllci the post as a bandage below soil level with an organic or inorganic 
dif~using preservative on ti1e inside and an impervious plastic film on the 
outside to prevent diffusion into the soil. Such bandages are now commerci
ally available for in ~itu treatment. 

!L~haY in building timbers above ground 

Significant losses are caused each year by decay in above-ground timbers, 
and this has led to a reluctance to use wood for some applications. Such decay 
can almost always be avoided by correct building practice, but considerable use 
of remedial measures is required in existing buildings. The decay usually 
occurs either in external joinery, fascias and weatherboards or in flooring. 

External woodwork is subject to intermittent wetting, and decay is likely 
to occur when wetting is frequent or of long duration, when the timber is 
relatively absorbent or when the wood is unable to dry out rapidly after wet
ting. All three factors are important. It is very important to reduce the 
frequency and duration of the periods in which water is in contact with the 
wood. This cannot be done by normal painting alone, since movement at the 
joints will crack the paint film and allow water to seep in. With weather
boards, importa~t means are the provision of adequate roof overhang, the 
repair of leaking or blocked guttf'ring, and the positioning of shrubs and 
creepers away from the wall so that surface water dries off rapidly. Since 
water absorption is particularly rapid in the end grain, the use of cover 
strips over the ends of the weatherboards, or of end priming, is particularly 
effective. With window joinery, the design should be such that water drains 
off completely and does not collect in tiny pools. The top faces of all 
sills, horizontal sashes, rails etc. should be sloped, and all joints should 
be inspected to ensure that water drains away from them. Excessive condensa
tion on the inner side of the windows in, for example, sun rooms and bathrooms, 
means that water can collect on the inner sills and sashes and lead to decay. 
Adequate ventilation can often prevent this. 

The reduction of water absorption during the wetting period is also 
important. The use of highly absorbent timbers such as ramin, sassafras or 
pine sapwood can lead to very rapid decay in painted window joinery, its 
development being assisted by the fact that ~nee decay has conunenced the wood 
becomes even more absorbent. A most effective means of reducing water absorp
tion is the use of water-repellent preservat5.ves. A nwnber of these light 
organi: solvent preservatives are now on the market. They greatly improve the 
performance of external joinery and weathu::ioards, not only by reducing the 
~ ikelihood of decay but also by reducing paint failure near the ends of the 
boards. They are also effective in preserving the appe~rance of unpainted 
external woodwork in natural finish c:onstruclion. Although best applied by 
rlipping the rompletely prefahric::i!:.1~rl 1sse11hly, they an~ ilso valuable for the 
in $ltu treatment of cut ends etr. and ~ven for the remedial treatment of the 
joints in existing woodwork. For this last application. the preservative is 
brushed on liberally and allowed to seep into the jcints when the woodwork is 
in ,1 very dry <:onrlition. 

Fin illy, there must be a means of drying out the timber after wetting. 
This is often completely neglected. It ir. difficult to prevent water uptake 
completely, so if water is absorbed, for example, by a piece of wood painted 
or1 all :--dries except the end through whir:h the water is coming, drying out is 
r?Xt.rem(dy ~low rind the woorl may remain wet enough for long enough to al low 
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decay. If one face is unpainted, drying out will be much more rapid. Priming 
of the back face of weatherboards, though it may improve dimensional stability, 
slows down drying, enables water to penetrate further from the wett~d ends and 
so favours decay. Placing impervious sarking or reflective insulation directly 
under weatherboar-ds also greatly reduces drying and is an important factor 
contributing to decay. In many types of external 301nery, such as window 
walls, it may be desirable to leave one face of each member - the underside of 
a horizontal rail unpainted, or painted lightly with a ''breathing" ~aint to 
reduce the chance of decay. 

flooring 

Some floorings may be exposed to abnormal decay hazards as a result of 
wet ting. This occurs on veranda.s or open porches exposed to rain and in 
bathrooms or laundry rooms subjected to plumbing leaks and condensation. 

Porch floors should be of highly durable timber spaced slightly apart to 
prevent the accumulation of water or dirt between the boards. Water-repellent 
preservatives should be used to protect the end grain. Bathroom floors should 
be of rlurable or preservative-treated timber with provision for good ventila
tion. 

The main cause of decay in flooring is the condensation of water vapour 
from the sub-floor space, and it is important to realize just how this process 
occurs. Even if dry on top, the soil below a building is always moist at lower 
levels and there is a continuous release of water vapour into the sub-floor 
space. If the flooring above this is at a much lower temperature than the 
soil, a~ it usually is in winter, some of the water vapour will condense on 
the flooring and may wet it sufficiently to allow decay. If there is adequate 
ventilation of the sub-floor spRce, the water vapour may be swept out before 
condensation takes place, and condensRte formed in exceptionally cold, still 
weather can readily dry out. Similarly, if the floor is bare or covered only 
with carpet, water vapour can readily escape through the floor to the drier 
room air, but if the floor is covered with vinyl tiles, rubber (which includes 
underlays) linoleum or other impervious materials, such escape is impossible. 

The usual method of preventing floor decay, therefore, is the provision 
of adequate sub-floor ventilation. Although this varies a great deal with 
climate aud other factors, as an example it is suggesled that in Victoria the 
ventilation system should provide vents with a minimum free air space of 
110 cm2 for every 1.5 m run of extern?! wall and at leasl that amount in 
eVf~ry internal sub-floor wall. (Most 21 x 15 cm pressed metal wall vents now 
sold have around 40 per cent free air space and are muc.h morP. effertive tha11 
snme of the older-type terracotlR "air hdrks", which had less than al>out. 
6 per rent free air space.) This requirement m;::y need to be exceeded where 
the minimum distance between opposite walls is over 10 m. It is also impor
tant that the movement of air thrc,uii;h the ventilators should not ht> ohstr11rt1'.rl 
hy joists or mo1·t.ilr drippings, "' hv shr11hs. garrf"n plantings r11· srii i. 

The prov1s1rm of adequat•! ,:,~ntililtion is 11sually easy in r·esirfen«?s l•11t 
may be <liffir'.ult in shops, when· the sides m;iy h;ive party walls with wljoi11in1.: 
!>11i I dings ;ind wh<'rf' the floor i·: ;1t p;tVf~m•'.I!! if''!P,l. In t11 .. ~;·· r'.;1::•·f:, ll'•rm;1l 
r·r·nss·Vl"ntililtimt ir; imposi:;ihl•· ;:1d flnnr ·:•·n!·: .1pph11" In h;1·: .. lit'!• ·:.il11•. 

Ttw 11Sf! of vcrtir·;il flues J<, .. zn <'.m in rli;im'!tP,r from hclow thi: fl,,nr to ;11·.(l·,··· 
ropf lew·I ;it tl1'· ""losed" e11<1 nf th•· b11ilding, with liher;il pr·ovisin11 fo1· .iir 
int;1b· tl1ro11gh s11b-floor vc11liL1lnrr or fln1>r vr~nt:> at tlw nppnr.it•· P!lrl, 
"l'l"':trs t.o Ii•· ;1 pn1misi11g JllP!hrnl. P.lowir1~ w;irm .1ir into tllf' s11h-!lonr ::p;1r•·, 
1·.g. frnm st.or·•· hrating r.ystr'.m1:, is nftr·n S'lggcstc<I, l111t tlii . .:; m<>thn<I fl.is m;iny 
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drawbacks. Apart from the cost of continuous operation and maintenance for 
many years, the system would havE: to be carefully designed to ensur.,. that the 
warm ajr did not ahsorb moisture from one part of the space and deposit it in 
some colder area further or. In new buildings wh .. re concrete terraces or 
bathroom floors on solid fill would block normal ventilation, it may be desir
able to lay 10-1') cm diameter ventilating pipes through the obstruction. 

In all cases where it is difficult to provide sub-floor Vt'ntilation, full 
use should be made of the Nc~th American system of soil cover. This involves 
laying a she~t of polyethylene film, bituminous felt or other impervious and 
durable material over the soil below the floor, so that the movement of the 
water vanour from the soil to the sub-floor space i& greatly reduced or prac
tically eliminatetl. Such soil cover can be easily and cheaply i~stalled in 
new construction. In existing buildings, it is often possible to roll the 
sheet out, even u.,der a low floor. There is no ~eed to completely seal the 
joints or edges in the c0ver and it is often of value if only a part of the 
soil is covered. The reduced amounts of ~ater vapour comi~g through can then 
be coped with by a more mod~st ventilation system. 

Wooden floors on concrete slabs may also be at risk of dpcay. Even if 
the con~rete has been waterproofed, water vapour will move up thro~gh it, ard 
even if the concrete cont~ins or overlies an impervious plastic film, moisture 
can often seep in the edges, and the ~iab itself wil! release water vapour for 
many months. Such floors should alvays be ventilated, and it may be ne~essary 
to cover the concrete with plastic film, bitumen or vapour-impermeable paint 
between joists or nailing strips. (Any nailing strips set in the concrete 
should be of preservative-treated wood.) 

These requirements for ventilation or soil cover whe1e wooden floors are 
used over either soil or concrete should ~e carefully followed. Although the 
use of treated flooring will Pliminate the risk of decay, some measures may 
st i 11 be necessary to reduce undes i rah le cupping or movement of the floor 
boards. 

Decay can, of course, occur in parts of bt:.ildings other than external 
wo.idwork and flooring. Decay in beams and joists may occur because of conden
sation, as described for flooring. More usually it is caused by the seepage 
nf water from masrmry due tn the failure or omission of a damp-proof course, 
or hy the penetration of rain through solid masonry walls in old buildings. 
ln new structures, this ~an be prevented by waterproofing the walls, by instal
ling complete anrl permanent rlamp-proof courses, and by isolating timber from 
masonry hy plastir: sheet, galvm1izerl iron or bitumen. In existing buildings, 
it may he possihle t:o restrirt the inlil;ress 0f water •,y waterproofing or to 
insert a moisture t,arri~r between timber and masonry. Helping the joists to 
rlry 011t hy improving the Vf~ntilation or hy removing paint from them m;iy he 
h·~lpful. Wherr: der·ay is s11ffir·im1t.lv ;1rl·.:.-inn~rl to r:ause risk of ';1il11rr:, 
strr:n11:thr:11ing with trr:;iterl timh~·1 nr m•:tal p!;it~s may he preff::raril•· to remov;tl. 

(Jecay i11 r·p(d stores is r.fl•"I a ~a:rious problem and is llSIJalJy rltw l.o 
walf:r •1apo11r «omin~ from warm. moist 1111tsirk ;tir ;rnrl ronrl•:nsi1111: within tlw 
i11s11latcrl w;1lls. lt rm1 oft1:11 , ... J>r•''-"'lllt:d hy pi;iring ;i Vilpour harr·ir:r 011 Iii•· 
nutsirlP nf thP w;iJ I. A vapn11r h;irri1:r should never he plar.ed on t.hr> in~ir!P 

fare nf the wall. This would prevent the evaporation of water vapour into the 
rlr i<!r ;ii r of th<! r.olrl ronm, wh id1 11s11;il ly h;is a low absolute water vapo11r 
r-ontent f:•1en if th•: relativf' h11mirlity i<; high. 
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Decay in wood used as decking under flat membrane roofs may be caused 
either by leakage or by condensation within the roof structure, especially 
where the use of the room involves humid conditions. Because repairs in such 
a position would be vPry expensive, it is desirable to use treated timber, 
although a vapour barrier between the room and the decking, plus ventilation 
within the roof, may give adequate protection. 

Decay in boa ts 

Decay in wooden boats has become an increasingly serious problem in recent 
years. There has been a spectacular increase in the use of power boats for 
pleasure, and many of these are now used on inland rivers, lakes and reservoirs 
rather than in salt water. This tends to increase decay hazards partly because 
sea water acts as a mild preservative and inhibits many fungi, and partly 
because inland waters, being small and land-locked, are prone to still, damp 
days, which make it difficult to ventilate the boats and dry them out. 

Decay may occur in any part of the craft: in the outer planking or 
plywood skin, in major structural members such as ribs or stern posts and in 
cabin linings. It is caused by dampness due to rainwater seepage, condensa
tion, shipping of (fresh) water or seepage from the bilges. 

Preventive measures include the use of preservative-impregnated timber and 
plywood wherever possible, especially for structural members where replacement 
costs would be high; the liberal use of water-repellent light organic solvent 
preservatives, especially on the end grain of wood and the edges of plywood; 
the adequate 7entilation of all cav .i.ties within the boat; and the designing of 
decks, wheel-houses etc. so that rainwater drains off completely and cannot 
seep into joints. It is important to help wood to dry out by refraining from 
painting any interior timber unless it is essential to do so. Timber or 
plywood coated on all exposed faces with red lead or marine varnish can 
scarcely be expected to dry out. 

An important control measure is the regular and systematic inspection of 
all parts of the boat for the first signs of decay, using a thin-bladed screw
driver as a probe. If decay is detected early, it can usually be remedied 
without much trouble. Remedial measures include replacing decayed wood; pre
venting rainwater seepage; improving ventilation; removif'.g paint, linings etc. 
to provide better drying conditions; and in fresh water, using diffusing 
preservatives, e.g. borax, in the t-ilges. 

Decay in cooling towers 

Industrial development and the progress of air conditioning is leading to 
a great increase in the use of cooling towers, but many wooden cooling towers 
have been severely affected by decay. and there is a tendency to use other 
methods of cooling. Decay is usually in the form of surface soft rot, especi
ril ly in the filling slats but alfin in qf.her p;irts of the tower. Howev•?r, brown 
rots r.an stil 1 occur. Pre-treatment of the limber with 3 high! y f ixe<l •:nppr!r
rhrome-arsenic preservative is thP method now preferred for prolonging the life 
of cooliLg tower timbers in Australia. Where soft rot has 0ccurrred in large 
exi-;ting towers. there are ··ommer•:ially 3vr1ilable in situ tn:atments U1;1l 

rleposit insol11hl1! salts in Uw woorl and <1ppear to give ;1 r·onsirl<!rabl1! inr·r·•!a~;·: 

in sc rv i r,c 1 i fo. 
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8. Wood-destroying insects: wood borers 

1. General characteristics 

Since under certain conditions various timbers may be attacked by wood 
borers of different types, it is important to be aware of the existence and 
habits of these pests. With some species of wood borer, an infestation can 
result in serious damage necessitating treatment and repair or replacement. 
With other species, little weakening is likely to occur and, unless a good 
appearance must be maintained, remedial action is Wlnecessary. 

Most wood borers are beetles that at some stage of their development bore 
into wood for food or shelter. Beetles undergo complete metamorphosis, passing 
through four distinct stages of development: egg, larva, pupa and adult. The 
larvae of most wood borers actively t\lllnel in wood and derive their nourishment 
from it. With some exceptions, the only damage they cause as adult beetles is 
the flight hole made through the surface of the infested timber as they emerge. 
After emergence and mating, the female may lay eggs in the timber from which 
she emerged. Us~ally, the adults live for only a few weeks. 

Some borers lay their eggs beneath the surface of the wood, others lay 
them in cracks and crevices or where one piece of timber abuts another. Some 
borers introduce the spores of a wood-rotting or wood-softening fungus with 
their eggs, others do not. Some species attack only green timber, al though 
they can often complete their life cycle and emerge after the timber has dried 
out. Other species attack only seasoned timber. A knowledge of these charac
teristics and habits can assist in identifying the type of borer responsible 
for the damage. Appropriate action can then be taken. 

Significant differences in a number of c0111Don borers and in their habits 
are shown in table 1. For simplicity, a division has been made between those 
species attacking standing trees and green timber and thc.r-e that attack dry 
wood. Information is also given on methods of control, including a discussion 
of quarantine requirements in Australia. 

2. Bore~s attacking standing trees and &reen tiro~ 

P_inhole bm 

Pinhole borers are forest insects belonging to the families Platypodidai, 
Scolytidae or Lymexylonidae. They are capable of attacking both standing trees 
and freshly felled logs, but they do not and cannot initiate attack in dry 
timber. Attack may occur in a tree that has suffered external damage, but it 
is more likely Lo occur in felled logs, often shortly after felling. Most 
pinhole attacks occur in hardwoods, but softwoods are not i11111une from attack. 

The members of the families Platypodidae and Scolytidae are often known 
as ambrosia beetles. Their at tack is initiated by adult beetles boring into 
the timber, excavating tunnels and placing eggs within the timber at the term
ination of the various branches of the tunnels. These pinhole borers may thus 
be regarded as a distinct group among the wood-boring beetles, as it is the 
adult beetle, and not the larva. or grub. that causes damage to infested tim
ber. After hatching from the eggs, larvae live and grow in the galleries r:on
structed by the parent until they reach maturity, in from one to four months. 
They feed not on the wood but on a fungal or mould growth, termed "ambrosia", 
that is int:roduced into the galleries by the parents prior to egg-laying. 
Because this ambrosia requires moisture for its development, it will die out 
as the timber dries, and consequently thP. larvae will not survive. Thi.s is 
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why pinhole borers attack only green timber and will not infest or re-infest 
once the woo~ has dried. With these species, the frass, or borer dust, takes 
the form of a loose powder that is ejected on the surface of the log, where it 
may lie in piles before falling off. 

The larvae of the third family, Lymexylonidae, do not appear to depend 
on fungal material for nourishment, al though their galleries are often dis
coloured. These larvae actively bore into the timber, ejecting compacted 
strands of frass. lymexylids are not conmonly found in the eastern states but 
are of considerable importance in Western Australia. 

The galleries made in ti•ber by species of Platypodidae and some species 
of Scolytidae are discoloured by the growth of the ambrosia fungus, and this 
dark staining may extend along the grain in the vicinity of the gallery or 
hole. For this reason, pinhole attack can affect the market value ~f timber. 
If the originai attack occurred in the standing tree through a surface scar or 
wound, it will probably cease as the woWld heals over, but when the apparently 
clean log is peeled for veneers, the stained punctures will be revealed. Some 
loss of quality must be expected in all timber infested by pinhole borers. 
However, where the timber is to be used as ordinary building scantling, pinhole 
attack is unlikely to cause significant degradation or loss of strength and may 
be equated with a similar nwnber of small nail holes. In a load of scantling 
timber, very heavily infested pieces may have to be culled, but the remainder 
will be quite satisfactory for ordinary building purposes. A piece of Scant
ling timber attacked by pinhole bcrers will not constitute a hazard to other 
timbers in the structure as these will be at least partially dry and therefore 
ill'll'lune from pinhole borer attack. 

J.,_ongicom borers 

The Cerambycidae is a family of beetles widely distributed throughout the 
world and popularly known as the longicorns or longhorns because of the length 
of their antennae (feelers). Although certain species of longicorn occur in 
sufficient numbers in various parts of the world to be of economic importance, 
they are essentially a forest pest, since most species can initiate attack 
only on living trees and green timber. Because of this, they can affect the 
amo·.mt of merchantable timber obtained from the tree, but they do not greatly 
detract from the performance of building timbers. 

The actual wood boring is done during the larval period, which is usually 
from one to three years in the living tree. Adult beetles occasionally emerge 
from structural timbers or furniture. This may be explained by the fact that 
al though most longicorns attack only green timber, they are able to complete 
their develop1:ient in dry wood. In seasoned timber, where moisture contents 
are necessarily lower and the amount of starch present may be much less than 
in green wood, the larvae obtain less nourishment and thus their 1 ife cycle 
m.:iy be extended gr~at ly. Periorts in excess of 20 years have been recordect. 
However, if timber that has been attacked when green is subsequently kiln
rlriect, no larvae will emerge fr-om it. as the temperatures normally used in 
kiln-drying schedules are suffidcntly high to kill all stages. Most adult 
lnngirom::; arP. m•~rli1Un to largf' hPetles <20-">0 mm in length) .:inr:I are rharartf'r
iz<?ti hy their ;mtennae, whirh ar'~ l'tf'ner;illy as lonii: as or longer than t.hr:ir 
horl i es. 

AJl.ho1.gh m;rny h1111rlreds of spr~riPs regularly breed in Australia, only a 
lirniterl munh~r of sper:if.!s orc11r in s11ffiriP.nt quantities to he of any impor
tance to limJ:.r::r users. In Australi;i the majority of longicorn attacks or.cur 
in green hardwood::;, althcugh in other •'.01mtries some species readily infest 
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softwoods. Attack is not necessarily confined to sapwood, as larvae may tun
nel deep into the heartwood as thP.y prepare to pupate. 

The structural weakening of framing timbers by longicorn borers is 
unlikely. Most longicorns do not excavate timber extensively and although the 
galleries are large, they do not honeycomb the wood. As it is unusual to find 
more than one or two larvae in a piece of framing-sized timber, emergence is 
unlikely to be :.10re than sparse. Except for a very few spe::ies, longicorns 
cannot re-infest the dry timber from which they have emerged, so further dam 
age is improbable. In emerging from studs or other framing timbers, longicorns 
may cut through lining materials such as plaster or fibre walls. This does 
not mean that they are attacking th'! wall, but merely that the lining was 
impeding their egress. The flight hole disfigures the timber, but it can be 
filled and the surface finish restored. F.mergence holes are usually isolated 
and scattered, are oval and 6-10 mm in diameter, and the margins are unstained. 
The galleries are usually across the grain, and the frass is often coarse and 
stringy. 

Bostrychid borers 

Auger beetles that belong to the family Bostrychidae do not initiate 
attack in living trees but can and do aitack freshly felled logs and green 
timber. Timber is frequently attacked by bostrychids during seasoning but 
usually not after the wood approaches the fibre saturation point, i.e. about 
30 per cent moisture content. These borers do not attack dry timber, so it is 
unusual for more than one gen~ration to breed in any one piece of conmercial 
timber. Like the longicorn borers, bostrychids can complete their life-cycles 
in, and subsequently emerge from, dry wood. Only the sapwood of ~.ardwoods is 
susceptible to bostrychid attack. The eggs are laid by the female beetle at 
the ends of short tunnels bored into susce?tible sapwood, and after hatching, 
the larvae tunnel in the sapwood, obtaining nouristunent from the starch in the 
timber and subsequently emerging as adult beetles. The frass produced by the 
larvae is coarse-grained and often lumpy. 

There are a Jarge nwnber of species of bostrychids. The adults are from 
3 to 20 nm long. Apart from one species, ~QJ!trychORSis jesuita, which is up 
to 20 mm ir. length, most common bostrychids such as Hesoxylion collads are 
small beetles up to 6 11111 long. The round emergence hole made by these more 
conman species is usually about 2 mm in diameter, but flight holes made by 
other bostrychids vary from 1 to 6 mm in diameter according to the species. 
It is not unusual to find M. __J._Qj_l_a_ili emerging from scantlings during the 
first sunmer after a house has been constructP.d. In ordinary sr.antlir.g timber 
they do not constitute a serious hazard, as they can infest only sapwood and 
cannot re-infest dry timber. However, they cause considerable degradation to 
decorative timber, and their presence is nearly alwdys indicative of timber 
susceptible to attack by Lyctidae (the powder post beetle), which attar.ks tim
ber of a similar type but at a lower moisture content. 

Sirex wood wasp 

Sirex is not a beetle but ;i wood wasp belonging to the family Siricidae. 
Originally a European timber pP.c;t., it has hF!en introduced into many ot.hPr 
countries. 

Sirex attack is limited to softwoods, predominantly pine. All the trees 
attacked by siricid wasps in Europe are conifers and include the pines, the 
firi; and spruces. In North Amerir:a then:.~ are several species of siricid, P.rlr:h 
attacking a range of pines and some attacking firs, including Oregon (Douglas 
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fir). Since siricid wood wasps attack only living trees, freshly felled logs 
and green timber. they are essentially a forest pest that kills trees there. 
As with other green timber pests, it is impossible for siricids to completie 
their life-cycle in dry tiMber and subsequently emerge. Experience has indi
cated that the most serious attack occuL"s on suppressed, damaged or burnt 
trees, but once infestation has become well established, the population build
up may lead to attack on apparently healthy trees. 

Although sirex is a wasp, its life-cycle rese.,Wles that of the wood-boring 
beetles. The female wasp lays her eggs in the tree by inserting her oviposi
tor, or egg-laying apparatus, which operates like a thin tubular drill, through 
the bark and into the wood. At the same time, she introduces the spores of 
a wood-rotting f wigus, probably to soften the wood arowid the egg. It is 
believed thal these fungal spores are always injected whenever the ovipositor 
is inserted into the tree, and it is this ftlllgus that kills the tree after it 
is taken up into the sap. After about two weeks, the eggs hatch into larvae, 
which initially f~ed near the surf ace and then bore into the tree towards the 
heart. The ttlllnels may be as much as 450 lll'D long and increase in thickness as 
the larvae grow. Larvel galleries are circular and meandering and usually 
tightly packed with rather coarse frass. Towards the end of the larval period, 
the larvae return to a point near the surface and, after pupation, the adult 
wasp chews its way out of the timber, leaving a round emergence hole up to 
6 nm in diameter. It is interesting to record that Siricid females are capable 
of parthenogenesis. In other words, females can lay unfertilized eggs that 
subsequently hatch out, although always into males. The eggs of a fertilized 
female, however, will usually produce about equal numbers of males and females. 

Although limited ~egradation is caused by siricid attack, the insect can 
be responsible for enormous economic loss by killing living trees. In 
Australia, strict quarantine control is exercised on the movement of timber 
from areas where Siricids are known to be active. The restrictions require 
that if any pine timber leaves the area to be milled, it must be either fwni
gated under quarantit.e supervision or kiln-dried. The only exception to this 
rule is timber to be milled to a thickness of 6 nm or less, as it is unlikely 
that any larvae would survive such a process. 

Qther b~i; 

Although there are many other borers capable of attacking standing trees 
and green timber, they are unlikely to have the coamercial significance of the 
four types described above. Most of the other groups of borers are exclusively 
forest insects whose damage does not greatly affect the market value of the 
timber or end prodl'ct. Certain bark beetles and weevils sometimes attack the 
sapwood or the wood i11111ediately under the bark of the tree, and weevils of ten 
attack decayed wood. There are i::pecies of jewel beetles and wood-boring moths 
that occasionally bore through into heartwood. None of these insects are very 
r.01111100, however, and although evidence of their work is sometimes apparent, a 
detailed knowled~e of their ha~it~ i~ nnt considered essential for peopl~ nther 
than foresters. 

3. Borer~ att~cking dry wood 

Powd~r post borers 

The powder post borers are clasi::Hied in the order Coleoptera and the 
families Lyctidae and, in some rare cases, Bostrychidae. The lyctids are the 
most conwnon bor~rs attacking seasone1.. hardwood in Vit:toria, so much so that 
mos~ 1mproter:tecl susceptible timber is ;ittacked in the first two or three years 
of service. 
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The most important fact to remember about these borers is that they attack 
only the sapwood of certain hardwoods. Because heartwood is never at.tacked, 
their attack can cause serious structural weakening only in timbers that have 
a large sapwood content. 1Wo factors determine the susceptibility of sapwood 
of the various species of hardwood to lyctid attack. These are the diameter 
of tt:.e pores of the timbe!" and its starch content. Attac:k is initiated by the 
female beetle laying her eggs in the pores of susceptible sapwood. If pores 
of a species are too small to accoanodate the ovipositor, then that species 
will be i.nnune from attack. One or two weeks after oviposition, the eggs hatch 
into tiny larvae, which bore into and through the sapwood, usually parallel 
with the grain of the timber, extracting starch for nourishment. If the timber 
contains insufficient starch, there will he no larval developcient and such 
timber may be regarded as immune. The larvae grow as they tunnel, and the 
galleries become packed with flour-like. powdery frass. In hot climates and 
artificially heated buildings, the larval period may be as short as three or 
four months, but in the southern states the normal period of development is 
Q-12 months. At the end of this time, the fully developed larvae pupate and 
subsequently emerge from the wood as adult beetles. In emerging, the beetl~s 
cut their way out of the wood, leaving a round, unstained emergence hole 1-) mm 
in diameter. This may be the first indication of lyctid infestation, as the 
naked eye cannot see where eggs have been laid in the pores, and all damage is 
done by the larvae boring below the surface. The powdery frass is often ejec
ted through emergence holes, and it may then collect in small piles on under
lying surfaces. In house framing, frass may continue to be vibrated from old 
flight holes long after Lyctid attack has died out. 

If infested timber has been used in house framing, an adult emerging from 
a stud or nogging is quite likely to puncture the lining materials. Thus, 
plaster, hardboard, wallboard or timber lining placed hard against the sapwood 
of a stud may contain small holes made by adult lyctid borers emerging from 
the framing beneath. This does not mean, of course, that the linings are sus
ceptible to these or any other borers: merely by being placed hard against the 
sapwood of a stud, they block the path of emergence and so are cut through by 
the adult beetle. As emergence holes in 1 ining materials may be unsightly, it 
is good building practice to install studs, nogging-; and r.eiling joists with 
the sapwood edge away from the lining. 

Adults are small, dark brown beetles 2-6 nm in length. Susceptible sap
wood may be attacked by lyctid borers once the timber ~ries out to a moisture 
ronterit of 25-20 per cent. The attack thus often occurs at about the moisture 
~ontent where the attack of the bostrychid Mesoxylion ceases. 

In Queensland and New South Wales. wh~re rai:l forest timbers, often with 
V•:ry wirle sapwoorls, a~e commonly used, legislation rP.gulates the sale of tim
b~r susceptible to attack by the lyctirl borer and controls the typ~ of treat
ment that may be use<I to immun iz~ sur:h timber from at tack. However. the sa h: 
of unlrcat1!rl lyr:tirl-susreptihl1: scant I ing timber is permitterl by the Timher 
lis••rs' Protr:rtiPn Ar·t in Q11ee11·;i;mrl ;111<! t.h•· Timl1•:r Mark'"!tin1<: /,r·t in NF:...- :-1111!.h 

\.i;il•:s provirl"d nnt. more than nn•· rp1;1rt .. r· nf th•· pr:rimF~t~r nf th•: pier•· i:; 1n 
s11sr~pt iii I"': sapwr•o•I. Dest rur t i<'ll .. f '·hi!' f r.-i'" •ion 0f the ,. ross-s"!r t ion is not 
I ik1:ly to r:a11s•: any serirn1s ....... tl:•·ni111o: i11 :;tr•1· l.•11·:tl '-imb•:r:;. 

Vir·tnrL111 li:1rd·..;onrls ha·; ... 1 "mp.1r:!t i····J·; n;1rr: .. ,... :;.-ipw·HHI l><lnd, .1t1rl ?• 
r;in· fo1· sr;u1tlins.:s nf Virt·11·i;111 !t;irrl;;,,,,,j t11 rr1nt.<lin more th<ln this -imn1mr of 
,Silf'lo'Oo<I. l.yrt.ir! ;itt;Fl-: in !r.1mi11i< timl,.·i·s i!l \."i,·tnri.-i is th•·n~for-· 1111lik•·ly 
•o ,.;111!;" i;tnwtqr;il .._.,·;1k•:ni11;.; ·.t .u1y ;,r·;1• t.i:·a! imp1,rt:ir:r·1· in :i l>ni ltlinf:. ~:o 

l•· 1;i::l:iti•1t1 .<dmi!.1:· !.r; th;1I in frq,·•· i:1 -;, . .,.. ~r111th Wa:,._.: ;mrl (}flf''·r;<:J;11,,! i·: r1nl 
,. n r rr:n I I y pr·,.. s r· r i h,.d in \.' i rt n r· i ,, . 
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Because lyctid eggs are laid in the pores of the timber and not in cracks. 
crevices etc., timber that has been sealed on its exposed surfaces and ends by 
paint, varnish, polist. or waxes cannot he attacked, because the pores will be 
blocked. However, if the timber ;s infested before the application of the 
finish, adult borers will have no tifficulty in emerging through the coating. 
IJnce this has occurred. subsequent infestation ~y occur by re-entry through 
old emergence holes. 

In comnon with many other borers. lyctids cannot survive the temperatures 
used in kiln-drying processes. However, this should not be taken to indicate 
that kiln-dried hardwood is imiune from lyctid attack as this is not the case. 
t:i In-drying does not alter the pore size or the starch content of the timber 
and therefore cannot affect its susceptibility. 

Anobii~ bor~rs 

~here are many different species of anobiid borer, but on]y four are 
imporcant enough to warrant the provision of some details. As th?ir habits 
vary considerably, they will be described separately. 

Although Anobium punctatum is co11111only known in its native England as the 
furniture borer. it attacks not only furniture but also flooring, structural 
timbers and decorative woodwork. This beetle shows a preference for old, well
seasoned timber, and in Australia, its attack is most common in softwoods such 
as Baltic pine or New Zealand white pine. It is known that A_,_--lUfilt...~!;.l.!m will 
also attack some hardwoods such as blackwood and, in particular, imported hard
woods such as English ~ak. Australian eucalypts appear to be virtually inwnune 
from this destructive insect. Old furniture is frequently attacked, particu
larly pieces such as pianos, large cupboards etc. Although a high moisture 
content is not essential for this borer, it does show a preference for rather 
damp, humid conditions, and attack on flooring is often found to be most severe 
in those areas of a house where the sub-floor ventilation is inadequate. Prob
ably the most conwnon incidence of domestic A- punctatum attack in Australia is 
in Baltic pine flooring in older houses with poor sub-floor ventilaticn and in 
cupboards and shelving of New Zealand white pine. 

Eggs are laid by the female beetle in cracks and crevices in suscpetible 
timber and also on the rough surface of unprotected end-grain. After two to 
five weeks, the eggs hatch into larvae, which bore into ~he timber in a fairly 
random manner, not necessarily along the grain, attacking both sapwood and 
heartwood. They produce granular frass of a consistency similar to that of 
tahle salt, althou~h the granules tend to be flattened ovals. 

In Australia, the larval pedod lasts from one to three years. After 
pupation. the adult beetle emerges from the timber, leaving a round, unstained 
cm1?rgenC'e t10l1: ::imilar to llrnt ··a11serl I•:: the lyrtirl borer. Anohiid infesta
tion, which oftPn r•·sults in stn1rt11r;il w~;ikening. r.:1n he f.:1::- more serious th;in 
lyctid attar:k. l)nc:e attack is initiatetl. it is 11rlikely to rease or die out of 
its own a('cord without some sort nf era~icative treatment. 0ld furniture that 
h;i:; hcf'n in stor•· nr h;u; her:11 nl•L1inf'·I f:·om ;i11('tion rooms may hr: infr:~.;ted. :inrl 
i: lalu·n tn a hr111s•• '"herr thPr" is snso·ptihl" softwnorl timhPr, lhP inl•·r:t;1 
tinn m;iy spre;irl. Howevf'!r, hera11SP it spre;ids slowly, it ran he i:ontrollf~rl :n 
furniture before the damage heromes too serious. 

ThP arlul t is ;i r.m;il I, rl;irk brown to rh;irrn;il-rolo11red heel le, 11s11;il ly 
l-'l mm lnng. 
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The Queensland pine beetle, as ~lynnaderus inci~ is connonly known, is 
an anobiid that in Queensland frequently attacks softwood timbers, predomin
antly hoop pine and, less frequently. bunya pine and New Zealand white pine. 
It has not ~een recorded as occurring in other states, but this may be because 
it has very similar habits to A._p_ynctatum, has a similar life-cycle and causes 
similar damage, and both larvae and adults are very similar in appearance to 
the furniture beetle. Experience in Queensland has shown that c_. ___ i_ncisus 
attack is generally initiated in the darker sub-floor areas and that it subse
quently spreads by the re-infestation of later generations. 

Ernobius moJlli 

E:ro2b.i~JruLUi_s, a species of anobiid, is a cambium borer of softwoods 
and, as such, its damage is rarely of any great importance. However, since it 
is often mistaken for the furniture beetle A. punctatum, some information on 
its habits and peculiarities may help to avoid confusion. 

The female beetle lays her eggs in the bark of softwoods. The larvae can 
breed only if bark is present, although damage may spread into the outer sap
wood. Because t. mollis does not attack living trees or green timber and is 
not a forest insect, and because it can only attack dry timber that still has 
bark 'ln it, the borer is not a conmon pest. In localities where softwood 
building scantlings are in general use, the possibility of dry softwood with 
some bark present is very real, and this timber is susceptible to t_.__ mollil 
attack. The frass produced by this borer is gritty, and because the insect 
attacks both bark and cambium, it is usually speckled, as some grains are from 
the bark and others from the lighter cambium or sapwood. 

A more connnon source of ~-- ll!Qll.is attack is the bark around knots in 
softwood. The insect can be present in and subsequently emerge fro!" wood 
surrounding the knot. 

Eradicative treatment is not usually necessary apart from stripping the 
bark from the timber, after which attack will cease. If nothing is done at 
all, an attack will often die out within a few years either because the food 
supply has run out or because the bark has ~imply fallen off. 

Anobium australiense attacks both softwoods and hardwoods. but only when 
conditions are conductive to decay. The adult beetle is similar in form to 
thP. forniture borer Awbioo.LP.\lflt;t(!~um hut is about twir.e the size (7-8 mm) 

anrl rather darker, being almost black. The emergence holes are round and 
unstained like those of the furniture borer, although they are appn~c:iably 

larger. Attack is often confim~d to sapwood. but when heartwood has been 
~;oft~nE>d hy cler.ay, attack will spr•:arl •:• it also. The frrl:::s prorlur:~:rl hy th•· 
1:-irvae is powrtr.ry, looks dirty :inrl ti•nds to he p:-ickert int.hr. t11nnr!ls hy llw 
moisture that is usually assnciaterl with the d~rrly. On~e the moist ronditinnn 
rondurive to decay have been removed anrl the (lecay arrested. the attack ceases. 

Tlw dry wood longir:orns (ceramhyrid:;) 

Normally, longirorn or o•r;.1mhyrirl ht<>f•tles initiate i'\ltrlck in green t.imhe1· 
and, rlllho11gh lhP.y mrly complete their lif•!-ryrle in, anrl emerge from, timbf•r 
lh;1t h:l.s been ;illnwerl to rlry naturally, llH'Y 1·!lnnot re-infest rlry t.imhr.1·. 
Tlwr<· arr., howr.'lf•r, Vf!ry fr.w h(••!tl•~s nf I.his family that arr. ahlf: to initiaff· 
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attack in dry wood and to cause serious damage to it. Fortunately, none of 
these exceptions occu~s naturally in Australia, although there have been 
instances of them being imported into Australia in timber from abroad. 

Hylotrupes_bajulus 

Hylotrupes bajulus, a cerambycid beetle, is coamon in many part:.. of 
Europe, the United States and South Africa. In the United Kingdom, it is 
known as the h.:>use longhorn beetle, in Germany as the Bausbock, in France as 
the ~N~rne des maisons, in the United States as the old house borer, and 
throughout the rest of the world as the European house borer. All these names 
imply that housing timbers are frequently attacked by this pest, and indeed 
this is so. Because it can attack and infest seasoned softwood, it has become 
a pest of major importance in those countries where it has become established. 
It attacks softwoods such as pine, fir and spruce and so thoroughly excavates 
the timber that it causes severe structural damage. Hardwoods are not attacked 
by H. bajulus. 

Although its average life-cycle in Europe is from three to six years, the 
beetle can live ten years or more. Some softwood timbers, infested in Europe 
and subsequently imported into Australia, have had adult B. bajulus emerge more 
than 10 years after their arrival here. Many hundreds of pre-fabricated houses 
imported by various government departments shortly ~f ter the Second World War 
have been thoroughly inspected and, where necessary, fumigated with methyl 
bromide. As far as is known, such measures have prevented this most dangerous 
of all longicorns from becoming established in Australia. 

The adult beetle may vary in length from 6 to 25 nm. Its overall colour 
is greyish-brown to black, with light patches on the wing c~vers. 

Ambeodontus tristis 

The two-toothed longicorn, as Ambeodontus tristis is frequently called, 
is a native of New Zealand. This beetle attacks dry New Zealand rimu and some 
pines. Like the European house borer, it has been found in imported timber in 
Australia but it has not become established here. 

The adult beetle varies in length from 6 to 25 Riii and is a uniform brown 
~olour. 

Predator_s and pilr;;ls .. tes 

In nature, most insect pests are limited in nwnber either by birds or by 
other insects, and wood borers are no exception to this. Adults of forest 
borers such as those attacking standing trees and green timber are frequently 
eaten by birds, and sometimes tli.! larvae may be extracted from Lhe tree by 
hirds per.king through bark to n~ar.h them. However, there are other insects 
whose primary function is to parasitize various stages of certain wood-boring 
species. 

In Australia, the most rommon ;md ;ir.tive predators of woocl-horing her.lie~ 
arr. those of the f~mily Cleridac. The various clerid species are predatory in 
hoth their larval and adult forms, anrt some of them attack most of the borers 
previously mentioned in this chapter. including pinholes, longicorns and 
hostrychids in tlw L>rest and lyctirls in rlry wood. A very common species, 
Paratillus carus, lays its eggs in the ~rnpwood of hardwood that has already 
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been infested by lyctids. After hatching, the long, thin larvae move around 
in the wood, using galleries made by lyctid larvae, and when one of these is 
encountered, it is killed and devoured. The adults of ~~ are larger 
than those of lyctids, being up to 8 imn long, and are easily distinguished by 
a white bane! across the wing covers, giving this sped es the colDllon name of 
the white-banded clerid. These adults are predacious on adult lyctid beetles 
and often decapitate them. 

Another familiar predator is the yellow-homed clerid, TrQqQdendrQn 
fasciculatwn, adults of which may be seen flying in the daytime or resting on 
trees or timber in the open. This species is predacious on both the larvae and 
adults of many species of longicorn: the larvae kill longicorn larvae and the 
adults kill longicon1 adults. The adult Trogodendron is often 25 mm or more in 
length and will fearlessly attack longicorn adults much larger than itself. If 
picked up in the hand, it may ~ite the finger and be rather hard to dislodge. 

In addition to the clerids, there are a number of wasps that are pred
ators of wood borers at the larval stage. Two such wasps, Rhy~~ spp. and 
Ibalia spp., have recently been imported into Victoria, be~ause they are pred
ators upon the larvae of the sirex wood wasp. Other parasites of the sirex 
species include the nematodes, which can breed in the gut and therefore para
sitize larvae and adults. Also, various species of mites, particularly the 
hay-itch mite Pyemotes ventriculosis, obtain their nourishment from the larvae 
of both lyctid and anobiid borers in dry wood. 

While predatory parasites do have some control over the wood-boring popu
lation, they are not sufficiently numerous to prevent borer infestation in 
susceptible timbers. It is therefore necessary to use other methods of con
trol: either chemical treatments or the selection on non-susceptible timber 
species. 

Treatment before use 

Numerous insecticidal formulations have been used, with varying degrees 
of success and persistence, to protect logs and green sawn timber from borer 
attack. Seasoned timber may be insnunized (permanently protected) against borer 
attack by fully impregnating the susceptible wood with a preservative that does 
not deteriorate and that is not lost from the wood during its service life. 

It is often economical to prevent lyctid attack by removing susceptible 
sapwood f~om the timber. 

Ti:e~tl!lent oLJyctid borers 

For building timbers, pressure impregnation or, more frequently, hut 
immersion or steam and cold quen~h treatments are used. The boron or fluorine 
compounds that are commonly used in these treatments are very effective in 
preventing lyctid attack but do not be·~ome fixer! in the wood as do the metal
chrome-arsenic waterborne preservatives and r.an the ref ore be leached out if 
Wf~lted. 

Sprnying hi\rrlwood house f!·1me~ a11;;:iinst lyrtirl atta•~k is of no value. !11 
general, all unprotected susc'"'~t.iblf: sapwood is liitely to her:ome infested with 
lyc:tid borer wilhin the first few s1uruners of servir:e and any limbers 11ot 
11ttar.ked nfter ahout five years an~, in all probability, immune from attark. 
Spraying is a :rnrfar:e t:reatment only and h;is little or no effect on any larvr\e 
inside the wood; once the house ii:; rompleted, effer.tive retreatment of al I 
timbers is virtually impossible. 
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The fact that woodwork has been attacked by boLers is usually not apparent 
until after the building is completed. Where only limited sapwood is present, 
treatment against lyctid attack is rarely necessary for structural reasons, but 
unless treatment is given as soon as the holes first appear, an attack in fin
ishing timbers may mar their appearance. 

Treatment of.anobiid borers 

Anobiid attack does require treatment. Insecticides such as aldrin, diel
drin, chlordane, heptachlor, DDT etc. in a light oil solvent such as mineral 
turpentine or kerosine can be used against borers in seasoned timber. It may 
be applied by syringe through finished surfaces into emergence holes and forced 
in until the timber is saturated. Penetration is improved by removing loose 
frass from galleries with a vacuum cleaner before treatment. Once the insecti
cide has dried, the holes may be plugged and the surface finish restored. On 
timbers with unfinished surfaces, the insecticide should be liberally applied 
with a brush so as to get as much into the timber as possible. This applies 
particularly to the underside of softwood flooring that has been infested with 
anobiids. 

Fumigation is a treatment used only in special ce.ses, usually for indi
vidual packages of timber or pieces of furniture. It involves placing the 
items in an air-tight compartment, e.g. a cylinder, a special room or under 
polythene tarpaulins, and pumping a liquid fumigant into the area. The 
fumigant, often methyl bromide, vapourizes, anJ the resultant gas permeates 
through timber and destroys any adults, pupae, larvae or eggs that may be 
present. Although fomigation kills any pest in the timber at the time of 
fumigation, it cannot be described as a preservative treatment as it confers 
no illWl'lunity from subsequent attack. It is conwnonly used for the treatment of 
imported timber known to contain foreign pests, of individual pieces of infes
terl furniture and occasionally for entire houses that are known to contain 
timber infested with borers that are subject to quarantine regulations. This 
operation, however, is a very expensive one and is used only in exceptional 
circumstances. 

The Commonweal th Department of Health administers plant quarantine in 
Allstralia. and it~ duties are carried out in the various states by special 
officers of the local Department of Agriculture. 

All timber entering Australia is subject to quarantine inspection and 
control. The timber arrives in the form of green lofts, sawn timber, furniture 
and other manufar.tured articles as well as in the form of packaging timbers 
and ctunnage. Qtiarantine regulations are such that if any evidence of borer 
:lttack is present in importP.d timher. th<! timhP.r is either r.ompulsorily fumi
i?atect at the expP.nse of the r.onsi~nee or <?lse it is ctestroyed. The import.ation 
of hark or timber rontaining hark is prohibiter!. The more quarantine-r:onsr.irrns 
~.imher importers :111rf timher 11sP.rs hP.rnm•:, the mon~ s11rn~ssf11l wil 1 hP. thP. t<tsk 
of kf:epinR tlH' rn11ntry free from nv<>r:;•:.1s pests :lnd the morP. :.011nrl wi 11 h<.· th•· 
t11t11rP. of thP A11str.:tl ian timhP.r t r;ir!•·. 

rt ii:; oflf'll ;ir~uerl th:l!. •:xr:•:pt whP.n: prohihitionr; <tre rigictly P.nforf'f:rl, 
nr wh1:re t!H: r·lim;itr: sP.nr1·s to nint.rol the pest population, <t riuarantine system 
r;1nnot .-xpP.r'.t to s11rrf'P.rl inrl•:f initr:ly :rnrt that, ~radual ly, many of its h.:11·riers 
will hf' p1~11etr;ited. This m;iy hr: tnw, hut it rloes not alter the far.l thrit as 
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long as there are diseases or pests that can ~e excluded, a quarantine service 
is of :imnense value, and that it is the obligation of every person to abide by 
its regulations. 

As a matter of principle, the timber trade and timber-using industries 
must realize that no quarantine system can function effectively if avoidable 
risks are taken. Vested interests l!lust not be allowed to affect policy or 
influence the setting of standards for safety. lbe need for an uncompromising 
attitude in quarantine matters is not always appreciated, though on reflection 
it should be obvious that a risk ta'cen only once or a mistake made only once 
may cause irreparable harm on a national level and nullify all the vigilance 
of the past. Because of this there are good reasons - technical, economic and 
psychological - for the strict enforcement of regulations and decisions that, 
if regarded indi·.ridually, may seem Wlduly stringent or arbiti-ary. In some 
cases there may even be justification for applying such regulations on the 
basis of suspicion alone. 

C. ~=4estroying insects: termites 

1. Occurrence and distribution 

Termites, or "white ants", are to be found in most tropical countries and 
are widely distributed in temperate regions. Australia has its fair share of 
these insects, with over 300 different species having been recognized and des
cribed, and few parts of the continent er surrounding islands are without them. 

Termites are among the few insects capable of utilizing cellulose as a 
source of food. Since cellulose is thL major constituP.nt of most plant tis
sues, most plants and plant products are likely to be susceptible to termite 
damage. Under natural conditions, termites of one sort or another feed on the 
roots of grasses, living trees, dry wood or decaying vegetable matter. How
ever, when given the opportunity, they may also damage or destroy paper, 
building boards, linoleum, leather and bone. Even buried telephone cables, 
plastic waterpipes and the lagging around steam pipes have been known to suf
fer from termite attack. Thus, wherever they occur, some termite species are 
likely to damage or destroy articles useful to man, and precautions must be 
taken to minimize the losses they might cause. 

The old adage "Prevention is better than cure" applies as much to termite 
attack as to anything else. New buildings can be given permanent protection 
against termite attack by inch.ding suitable barriers in the structure during 
construction, while timbers of low natural resistance can be given immunity 
from attack by means of preservative treatments. The cost of such precautions 
generally represents only a very small fraction of the total cost of the struc
tures they protect. To take precautions is good insurance; to ignore them in 
areas of unknown or high hazard is seldom wise. 

Ants (H.Ymenoptera) and termites (ls_~e._r;:a) - the latter are commonly 
called white ants - are two orders of insects that have many characteristics 
in common. Both contain a large number of species and 1 ive in colonies or 
organized communities whose members are divided into castes of more or less 
specialized individuals. The differences between the two groups of insects 
are nwnerous, obvious and fairly consistent, but because of variations among 
species or castes within a species, it may ~e necessary to examine and compare 
several individuals before making an identification. In figure 1 and table 2, 
the differences between ants and soldier caste termites are noted. 
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Figure 1. Anatomy of an ant and a soldier ~aste termite 
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Table 2. Differences between ants and termites 
--------------- -------- ---- --------------------

Character
istics 

Antenna 

Mandible 

Compound 
eye 

Neck 

Thorax 

Legs 

Petiole 

Ants 

"Elbowed", first segment 
always long, about as long 
as the head. 

Terminates in cutting edge, 
never pointed. 

Always present, obvious. 

Distinct and thin. 

Distinct, large, often equal 
to or larger than abdomen. 

Long, usually able to reach 
past head and tail. 

Always present; 1, 2 or 3 
segments forming "waist". 

Termites 

Never elbowed; 11 to 15 segments 
long, like a string of beads. 

If visible, terminates in a point. 

Absent except in winged forms. 
Simple ocelli (eyes) sometimes 
present. 

Not obvious. 

Inconspicuous, three distinct 
segments. Seldom bigger than the 
head. never as large as abdomen. 

Short. Incapable of reaching to 
end of abdomen. 

Never present. 

r.on ti nueci 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Character
istics 

Abdomen 

Anal end 

Colour 

Toughness 

Speed in 
the open 

Runways or 
trails 

When 
disturbed 

Odour 

"Poison" 

Damage 
caused in 
wood 

Ants 

Often small, compact and 
globular; carried well off 
ground. Generally 3-5 
indistinct segments. 

Always ends in a point. May 
have sting. 

Usually heavily pigmented dark 
reddish-brown to black; some
times lighter, orangy thorax. 
Head usuall~r about as dark as 
body. 

Strong-bodied, well-adapted 
to foraging in open. 

Brisk, often run faster than 
1.5 m per minute. 

May follow trails in the open. 
Do not build covered shelter
tubes but may invade and occupy 
tunnels excavated by other 
insects. Connonly found for
aging freely in the open. 

Scurry frantically in all 
directions, making no attempt 
to hide. Many species bite 
or sting viciously. 

Generally have strong pungent 
odour when crushed. 

Never eject milky fluid from 
head but may i1ave poison gland 
associated with sting in th~ 

tail. 

Do not attack wood. May estab
lish temporary nests in wall 
cavities, between pairs of 
studs o~ in other narrow 
spaces. 

Termites 

Large, usually more than half 
total length of body. Soft, 
usually rests on ground. Always 
seven or more segments, fairly 
distinct. 

Blunt or obtuse. Never has a 
sting. 

Always light, creamy or pearly, 
but stomach contents may give 
some species a smoky colour. 
Head may be same as body or, in 
soldier caste, pigmented yellow, 
orange to dark brown with darker 
mandibles. 

Soft-bodied, easily squasted, 
ill-adapted to survive in the 
open. 

Comparatively sl:ggish, do not 
run. Approximate speed 0.5 m/min. 

Never found foraging freely out
side their galleries or runway 
systems but do move freely within 
the enclosed galleries of the 
system. 

Innediately attempt to escape and 
find shelter away from bright 
lights, heat or draughts. Do not 
stinr. Bite (if any) is barely 
perceptible on the thin skin 
between fingers. 

Practically odourless when 
crushed. 

Soldiers of certain species may 
eject droplet of milky fluid from 
head. 

Attack may not be detected until 
extensive damage has occurred. 
Later stages of attack, interior 
of wood is eaten away to leav~ 

only a paper-thin surface veneer. 
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3. Jermite classification 

Correct identification of the different species of termites requires con
siderable skill and experience. Fortunately, a detailed identification is 
seldom necessary when dealing with species of economic importance to wood-using 
industries. Within broad limits and with the clear understanding that some 
species might be correctly placed in more than one group, figure 2 offers a 
simple classification based upon habits. This classification serves to segre
gate the different types or groups of species that are of economic importance 
and emphasizes the characteristics of the few species that are of direct con
cern to the timber user. In fact, only the tree-dwelling species and the sub
terranean termites are of major economic importance to the timber industry. 

Figure 2. Classification of termites 

I TERMITES I 
I 

I I 
Species whose Species which do 
principal diet not usually feed 
is wood. upon wood. 
WOOD-EATING termites Grass Feedecs 

I 
I I 

Feed upon decayin9 I Attack sound wood I 
and decayed wood. 
DAMP-WOOD termites 

I I 

Initiate attack in Attack trees and 
sound seasoned wood. qrowin9 timber. 

TREE-DWELLING termites 

I I 

Nest in the soil Have no contact with 
either Wlder9round the soil - obtain 
or in the fonn of nec~ssary moisture 
a mound raised from the atmosphere 
above the qround. or the wood. 
SUBTERRANEAN DRY-WOOD termites 
termites 

Ratr.liffe, c;;i_v and Greaves 121 :.11ggr.st th;it thf! term subterranean termite 
should be reserved for those forms ~hat nest underground or near ground lev~I 

in a treep stwnp. log or post and should not include those forms that construct 
an exposed nest or mound. For the purposes of this discussion, the difference 
is immaterial anrl the term subterranean wil 1 include bnth forms. 
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4. ..lmpQJ,:tant termite species 

Damp-wood species 

Damp-wood species are always associated with rotting wood, usually in the 
form of fallen logs in the forest but also sometimes decayed wood in buildings, 
fences etc. Usually the decay precedes the termite attack. 

Stolotermes victoriensis 

Stolotermes victoriensis, a termite of variable size, is sometimes mis
taken for Neotermes insularis or Porotermes adamsomi because of its size. The 
soldiers, which are fairly numerous in the colonies, are 6-11 nm long and are 
easily recognized by their extremely flattened heads and their pointed, leaf
like mandibles, which do not show a marked upward or downward curve when seen 
in profile. The pronotlUll is very much narrower than the head. Small but dis
tinct eyes are usually present in the soldiers. 

Porotermes adamsoni 

Porotermes adamsoni is most conmonly folUld as a forest pest. It causes 
considerable damage to standing trees, particularly in cooler localities. 
Found in fallen logs in :m advanced state of decay, it is probable that the 
attack originated in the standing tree, indicating that the colony and, per
haps, some of the individuals of the colony are very long-lived. Porotermes, 
although primarily a forest pest, does attack timber in service and has been 
found in a variety of situations attacking hardwood timbers of many species, 
including some of the more durable species used for house stumps; in all such 
cases, however, the termite attack can be traced back to decayed wood. 

Tree-dwelling species 

Attack by tree-dwelling termites may be of considerable concern to the 
forester, the timber-getter or the sawmiller but is seldom of much importance 
to the timber-user. In general, timber damaged by tree-dwelling termi te.s is 
discarded during conversion and very little evidence of the damage reaches the 
consumer. Occasionally, small pockets of termite-damaged wood containing a few 
live insects might be present in freshly sawn scantlings. These few insects 
will soon die without causing further damage because they are isolated from 
their supply of moisture and their parent colony. 

?ieo~ermfi_ insularis 

Essentially a forest pest, Neoterm~~ insularis shows a marked tendency to 
attack growing trees through wounds at some distance above ground. It may then 
work downward through the centre of the log. Attack may continue in the sound 
wood of fallen logs, but it is believed that this would have been initiated 
when the tree was standing. On the basis of the soldier caste, it is the 
largest termite, with soldiers from 9 to 15 nn long. Soldiers of N,_in~ularis 
may be distinguished from those of Porotermes by the following characteristics: 

(a) The pronotum is as widP as thP head; 

(b) The head is not noticeably flattened; 

(c) The mandibles are long and, s~~n in profile, have an upward curve. 

Soldiers of fol • . il'!&Ularis vary greatly in size and in the size and profile of 
their mandibles. 
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In addition to the obvious damage to timber in service, subte?"ranean 
species may also attack growing trees and cause a significant reduction in the 
volume of millable wood that can be recovered from their trunks. They are both 
a forest pest and a pest of seasoned timber. 

Coptotermes 

Three species, Cl;.iptotermes acinaciformj_&, C. frenchi and c. lact~, are 
conman. Since it is not easy to distinguish between these species and since 
they have si1rilar habits, they may be treated collectively as the most econom
ically important group of termites in the country. Coptotermes attack both 
trees and seasoned timber. Their nests may be completely underground, in an 
old stump or a living tree or in the form of a domed or rounded conical mound, 
which may rise several feet above ground. Soldiers are smallish, up to about 
6 nm long, and have rounded, rather pear-shaped, yellowish heads and dark 
slender tapering mandibles without visible teeth. Their habit of exuding a 
drop of milky fluid from the frontal gland when disturbed or annoyed offers a 
sure means of identifying them in life. Soldiers are relatively numerous in 
the colonies and when the galleries are broken open will usually appear after 
a short interval. 

Nasutitermes exitiosus attacks seasoned timber, poles, posts and sawn 
timber. It is a mould-building species that adopts its nesting habits to 
local conditions. Under natural conditions, its motmd may be built around or 
over a stump or piece of wood in which. presumably, the colony was originally 
founded. When it attacks buildings, the nest is likely to conform to the shape 
of the wall cavity or the sub-floor space available. 

S. Iermite _biology 

Fossil records show that the progenitors of modern termites date back more 
than SO million years and that termites and cockroaches have a common ancestry. 
In fact, th~ wing structure of the most primitive living termite, ~oterme~ 
Q~P!in_ierr~is, the giant termite of tropical Australia, is similar to that of 
the roaches, and its egg mass resembles the egg-capsule of the roaches. As 
further evidence of a common ancestry for roaches and termites, one roach bur
rows into the sounder wood of decaying logs for food and shelter and, like 
M~stot~~ and many other groups of termites, has a rich protozoan or bacter
ial fauna in its gut to aid in the digestion of its food. 

Biological Umitati_ons 

The biology of the termit~s is interesting and complex, hut only those 
aspects of termite biolcgy that are relevant to the control of a~tack by sub
terranean termites will be discussed here. Although the observations will be 
in general terms. this limitation should not be overlooked. 

Life SP.a.O 

The life span of the individuals in a termite colony is believed to be as 
much as 25 years for the reproductive castes but considerably less for the 
other r;i<ites. C:P.rttlinly, there is no difficulty in maintaining a laboratory 
rolony oi sterile workers and soldiers for a period of four years or so. 
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The life span of the colony varies with the species, assuming there is no 
untoward accident to interrupt its development. With some species it is 
be:ieved that the original pair of reproductivPs that founded the colony are 
never replaced or supplanted. If this is so, the life span of the colony is 
limited to that of the founding pair, plus the limited period for which the 
remaining members of the colony will survive without further replacements. 
With species capable of producing supplementary reproductives, which either 
supplement the original queen or, if she suffers an accident or dies, replace 
her, the life of the colony is indefinite and might well exceed a century or 
two. 

Imh.1stry 

Termites are industrious. It is virtually impossible to observe them under 
natural conditions without disturbing or disrupting the colony. In laboratory 
colonies, the constant activity of these insects is amazing, and there is no 
reason to suppose that they ar~ less active Wlder natural conditions. It 
should be recognized, however, that activity tends to be reduced in cold 
weather and that foraging may cease altogether during spells of hot dry 
weather. 

MQ.isture and light 

There is a conwnon belief that subterranean termites must return to water 
once in every 24 hours. This may be true for some species, but it is certainly 
not universally true. 

Apart from the colonizing flight of the reproductive castes, subterranean 
termites spend the whole of their existence in the galleries and tunnels 
associated with their ne5t. 

Conditions in these galleries and tunnels, and the nest, are uniform and 
fairly ronstant. Total darkness prevails at all times, humidities are high 
and diurnal temperature fluctuations are minimized. Termites have become so 
specialized that these are virtually the only conditions they can now tolerate. 
Since their activities are confined to a gallery system in ~hich the relative 
humidity is always high, their integument (outer covering, or "skin") does not 
need to be a good moisture barrier. In fact, it is very permeable, so that 
when termites are exposed to a dry atmosphere they lose moisture and soon die 
from desiccation. Also, the surface of their bodies is normally moist. Thus, 
any dry dust particles with whi~h they might come in contact adhere, only to 
be removed when the insects gr0om one another. 

Living in total darkness, termites have largely lost the faculty of sight 
;met most ot them are either bl inrl or ;llmosl so. Being perpetually shel lr.rert 
from normal light and radiation, termites have little need of pigmentation as 
a filter against ultraviolet light. Hence, their integument is either trans
lucent or very poorly pigmented. excert fnr the head and jaws of th~ soldier· 
raste, whir.h tenrl to be harrt anrl horny anrl lo r:0nt:iin more pigment;it ion. 

Protein ~onservation 

The plilnl tissues upon whi,·h tf~rmitf:I' feerl contain very lillh~ protr~in. 

Henr.e it is reasonable to assume th;it ;i lr~rrnite r.olony neerts some merhanism 
for the r.onservatinn of protP.in. Tt has been suggested that termitP.i:; ronservf' 
their protein by (a) cannibalism and (b) ~rooming. 
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There is a considerable amount of evidence to support the contention that 
termites dispose of dead and diseas~d members of the colony by cannibalism and 
some evidence to suggest that surplus or unwanted members may suffer a similar 
fate. Certainly such a pro::edur"? would be a conveniP"t and efficient method 
of protein conservation. 

It is well known that termites groom one another. This may be because 
their bodies lack the flexibility necessary for them to be able to clean them
selves and this duty must be delegated to other members of the colony, but it 
is also quite evident that their body secretions are attractive to other mem
bers of the colony and are eagerly sought after. This habit of grooming is of 
prime importance in termite control work. If a poison dust su::h as finely 
divided white arsenic powder is blown into occupied termite galleries, it will 
be fairly widely distributed by the initial blast. It will also adhere to the 
rather moist bodies of any insects that come in contact with it. This will aid 
and extend its distribution. Sine~ termites habitually grcom each other, the 
particles of poison will be ingested along with other body secretions, with the 
inevitable result. The poison remains active in the dead bodies and, if these 
are eaten, it continues to kill. 

Termites show considerable discrimination in their choice of food. !f 
subterranean termites, which normally feed upon wood, are given a free ch~ice 
between two timbers, they preferentially will consume the more susceptible of 
the two. Several timbers are seldom attacked by termites under natural condi
tions, but in compulsion tests, where the termites have the choice between 
eating the resistant species or starving, few timbers are totally inwnune from 
their attack. 

In Victoria, subterranean termites normally feed upon hardwoods. The 
Ni,\_s_uti!erme:;; species found there practically never attack softwoods, but the 
Coptotermes species show no such discrimination. 

Social organization 

Termites are social ir•f"?cts that usually 1 ive in large, populous colonies 
that may contain over a million individuals. Activities within the colony 
appear to be divided between groups of specialized members, referred to as 
castes. The population of a mature colony of subterranean termites will con
sist of thcee principal castes and juvenile forms. The three major castes are 
the reproductives, the soldiers and the workers. For various reasons, classi
fication of the different species is based upon the morphology of the soldier 
t:ilS te. 

Reproductiv~s 

Reproductiv<?s are the only membP.rs of the colony to be compl~te with 
appendages, inclmling eyes and win~s. and functional reprodur.tive parts. Onc1! 

their r:olonizing flight is completer!, they shed their wings and as first-form 
reprorlurtives - or first-form kings ;mrl queP.ns - set about founding a new 
"olony. A f!r.st··form queen r;m 1iri1rti 1:.::illy ;:i!way.s be rer.ognized hy her wing 
.<;t11h.s :md her rli.r;tended abdom~:11, whirh. in Nasutitermes, for example, may 
lwcomP. so 1~nl;irgerl that she i : ~Pverril l11111rlrerl times the .size of a solrlier or 
;i worker. 

Some .species produr:e adrlitinnal reproductives to help populate the colony 
a11d to replace the original queen if she is jnjured. These remain permanently 
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in the mother colony, though not necessarily in the central nest. In fact, 
they may found a new colony by a process of budding off. As the strength of 
the daughter colony increases, coanunication with the parent colony may be 
lost and the new colony may become independent. 

As a colony matures, it produces reproductives that, when weather condi
tions are suitable, leave the parent colony in swarms in an attempt to found 
new colonies. These swarms of "flying ants" usually emerge from close to the 
parent colony and may be of some help in finding the site of the nest. 

The reproductives are the only termites that leave the shelter of the 
gallery system, and this happens only during their brief colonizing flight, 
after which they seek a suitable site in which to found a new colony. Fortu
nately, of the millions that set out, only an occasional pair succeeds. 

Juvenile reproductives, or nymphs, may be recognized by the presence of 
wing buds and, sometimes, by their larger size. 

Soldiers 

Apparently the main function of soldiers is to defe.1d the colony against 
ants, one of the termites' principal enemies. The soldiers are most useful in 
termite classification and should always be procured if a species is to be 
identified. Soldiers may be recognized by their dark-coloured heads and, if 
closely examined, well-developed mandibles (except in N...a.i..Y.titermes, which has 
a pear-shaped head). 

Workers 

In nearly all species, workers constitute the great majority of the inhab
itants of a colony. They are uniformly pale-coloured, with rounded heads and 
soft bodies, and are blind and sterile. 

6. Prevention of termite atta~ 

Whenever doubt exists as to the adequacy of the precautions proposed for 
the prevention of termite attack in buildings or other structures in which wood 
has been ui;ed, the proposals should be checked by specialists before any work 
co11D1ences so that modifications can be made with a minimwn of inconvenience. 

It sh~uld be noted that the precautions described apply to conditions in 
Victoria, where subterranean termites are responsible for practically all the 
damage of economic consequence to timber in service. In other states, alterna
tive methods may be more acceptable. 

Timbe~ in the ground 

When timber is used in the ground. as poles. posts. railway ties or house 
foundations, soil-dwelling termites have direct access to it. Commonly, their 
foraging galleries lie from 100 to 200 mm below the surf ace of the soil and 
attack is usually initiated at about this level. However, in dry soils it is 
by no means rare for attack to be initiated at a much greater depth. 

The heartwood of a number of eucalypt timbers is very resistant to ter
mite attack without any form of preservative treatment. Resistant timbers at 
Victoria, Australia, are shown in table 3. 
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Table 3. Resistant timbers at Victoria, Australia 

Durability 
class 

I 

2 

Standard trade 
or common name 

Box, grey 
Box, grey, coast 
lronbark, red 

Gum, red, forest 
Gum, red, river 
Gum, yellow 
Stringybark, white 
Stringybark, yellow 

Impregnated timber 

Botanical name 

E. microc~ (Maid.) 
E. bosistoaoa F. Muell. 
E. sideroxylon A. Cunn. 

E. tereticornis Sm. 
E. ca-aldulensis Debnh. 
E. leucox;ylon F. "uell. 
E. eugenioides Sieb. 
E. muelleriana Howitt 

Only the sapwood of most hardwood timbers can be impregnated with wood 
preservatives by conventional methods. Therefore, unless the species is one 
of those listed as resistant, the benefits of preservation will be lost unless 
all the sapwood is intact. With softwood timbers, particularly P. radiata, 
which normally have a comparatively wide sapwood band, at least 80 per cent of 
the cross-sectio~ should be fully and uniformly penetrated. 

AS 1604-1974, Preservative-Treated Sawn Timber, Veneer and Plywood, and 
AS 2209-1979, Timber Poles for Overhead Lines, both deal with the preservative 
treatment of timber used in ground contact. 

AS 1604-1974 relates the penetration and retention of wood preservative 
to the natural durability of the timber species and to the anticipated hazards 
of service. Appendices to this Standard deal with the composition of coaner
cial wood preservatives available in Australia, the sampling and testing of 
preservatives and preservative-treated wood, the natural durability of 
Australian connercia!. timbers and similar matters. The Standard should be 
consulted for the recomnended retentions of commercial preservatives in various 
classes of timber for any particular end use. 

Sawn heartwood and other impermeable timbers can be given a useful measure 
of protection against subterranean termite attack by surrounding them with an 
annulus, or collar, of &oil thoroughly mixed with a persistent insecticide. 
To be effective, this collar must be in direct contact with the timber to be 
protected, not less than 50 nvn wide (measured radially from the surface of the 
wood) and extending for at least 0.5 m relow ground level. In dry soils it may 
be necessary to carry the collar down deeper. 

The persistent insecticicies allowed in AS 2057-1977, Soil Treatment for 
the Protection of Buildings against Subterranean Termites, will also be founci 
effective for protecting timber in ground contact against termite attack but 
not against decay. They are usually purchased as emu ls if iable concentrates 
and applied as diluted emulsions at the rate of about 150 l/m3 of soil. 
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I~ in buil~ 

With buildings, it is necessary to protect the contents of a building from 
damage by termites as much as to preserve the structure itself. In fact, the 
contents of a shop or warehouse often eKceed the value of the building. There
fore, protection against termite attack is just as necessary in a building in 
which all the materials of construction are inmune from termite damage as in 
one built entirely of timber. Normally. termites forage in concealed tunnels 
beneath the surface of the soil or in galleries in the timber they attack. 
However, they will build mud-covered shelter tubes over materials they cannot 
penetrate in order to reach susceptible timber at some distance above ground. 
It is by means of these shelter tubes that they gain access to the superstruc
ture of a building or its contents. 

Buildings are usually protected against termite attack by mechanical bar
riers (termite shields, ant caps) placed on top of the foundations or by bar
riers of chemically treated soil at ground level. In eit~er case the barriers 
must be continuous and complete so that all possible routes of entry to the 
builc!ing from the soil are intercepted by a barrier. Even thP.n, under some 
circumslances, termites will raise a mound or a f~ee-standing shelter tube to 
bypass the barriers. Hence, in areas of established termite hazard, periodic 
sub-floor inspections are a necessary part of termite protection. 

Mechanical termite barriers 

When set into continuous foundations, mechanical termite barriers are 
known as strip shields, but when set over stumps or piers, as caps or ant-caps. 
Collectively they may be referred to as either capping or shielding. Both are 
made from galvanized iron of heavier gauge than 26-gauge or from copper. 

Correctly made, they should project beyond the foundation they protect 
before turning downwards. All joints should be carefully mitred and well 
soldered or spot-welded at close intervals. Detailed instructions for the 
correct method of fitting shields to buildings are set out and illustrated in 
AS 1694-1974, Physical Barriers Used in the Protection of Buildings against 
Subterranean Tern1ites. Beca~se of the need for periodic inspections and 
because it is very rare to find all the joints and corners properly made, 
shields are practically never rer:onanended for use in buildings with continuous 
foundation walls. Hence, their use is more or less restricted to the capping 
of stumps or piers in timber-framed houses under which inspection presents no 
difficulty. For ease of inspection, the edges of the shields should stand 
dear of all obstructions by at least 50 nun. 

Treated soil barriers 

These may he referred to as r:hemic."Jl barrien·. AS 2057-1977 is a code of 
practice for forming barriers of rhemir.ally treated soil as a protection for 
huildin11;s against subterranean termit~ -ttt;idi:. This r:ode riesr:ribes th~ ,·n1· 

reel method of forming these ban·iers. nominates chemical£ and r.onr.ent1·atio11s 
iltHI suggests building modific;itions thilt r:;in simplify and reduce the r:ost of 
lf!rmitP. pn~vention. The r.ommon dwmi,.;il;, re,.or.1111enderl for tl1Pse harrif'rs an· 
;ildrin, di~ldrin. rhlordane ;inti lwpt;i,.hlnr. They are 11su::1lly user! in tlw form 
of water emulsions. The treatin~ so]Hl.ion should be applied to the whol•: r>f 
the suh-floor area after it has heen r.lcarecl of all debris and reasonably 
levelled. Speciill attention must he ~iven to areas of fill under conr.n:lt• 
sl;ihs r;iise1I to tllf' same level ;is suspenrlr~<I timber fioors. 
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Treated sojl barriers are the preferred treatment for concrete raft 
(slab-on-ground) construction. 

7. Er(!.dic~~i,op of __ texmH.e itUsi._cJt 

The eradication of termite attack is covered in AS 2178-1978, Treatment 
of Subterran~an Termite Infestation in Existing Buildings. In the event that 
active termite attack is discovered in an existing building, the insects should 
be left undisturbed Wltil all the materials necessary for treatment have been 
assembled or arrangements have been completed for treatment by a specialist. 

One of the most effective treatments for an active termite infestation 
is dusting with arsenic dust. Government regulations make it difficult for 
ordinary householders to obtain this poison, so it is now usual to employ pro
fessionals who are licensed to handle poisons. The success of this method 
depends upon the termites continuing to occupy treated galleries after the 
dust has been blown in. It is for this reason that a warning is given against 
disturbing the termites Wltil arrangements for treatment have been completed. 

As an alternative to the poison dust treatment reconnended in the 
Standard, the superstructure of the building can be isolated by a barrier of 
treated soil. If it is formed correctly and it completely surrounds all the 
foundations, it wili protect the building from further attack but may not be 
effective in eliminating the nest or colony from which the attack originated. 
Care must also be taken to avoid encircling the termite colony within the 
treated soil barrier and isolating it from alternative sources of food. This 
is most likely to happen when the treated soil barrier is formed around a con
crete slab that is part of the house. 

D. Wood preservatives 

Wood has Plany tdvantages over competing materials for both structural and 
ornamental uses. Tlmber does not deteriorate as a result of aging alone: any 
failure is invariably the result of attack by some external a~ency, and if 
adequately protected against dampness, insects, fungal infection and fire, it 
will, Wlless exposed to severe mechanical wear, last almost indefinitely. 

To some extent the reputation of timber has suffered as a result of 
deterioration due to attack by fungi or insects. Such biological attack can 
now be almost entirely prevented, but the preservative measures require a clear 
understanding of the nature of the organisms concerned; the factors governing 
their development; the properties of the various timber species and the prin
ciple~ upon which scientific control is based. 

Conventionally, timbers have heen r.lassified into four durability classes 
rtrrorcting to the relative nat11rnl rcsi~t:mre of their heartwood to hiologin:il 
attack when service conditions involve contact with the ground. It will be 
realized, however, that in the countless uses of timber that do not involve 
,·ontact with the ground, for example, ~;~atherboards, joinery and furniture, 
these ratings haw~ much less siF:nifiranrf'. Then~ are numerous inst;mr.es whP.rr 
timber in f:-r:ourable, protected situations has remained sound and serviceable 
fur generations without having been given any special preservative treatment. 
However, to ensure long life under conditions of high hazard, it is necessary 
to use either lhe more highly cfurable species or timber of lower n;:itural 
cfurahi 1 ity that has:; been given the recorrunended preservative treatment. 
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Decay increases the susceptibility of wood to attack by termites and other 
wood-boring insects. Indeed, there are many insects that cannot initiate 
attack in sound, seasoned wood but that can be very destructive to wood in 
which some decay is present. The damage caused by insects that initiate attack 
in solllld, seasoned wood can be controlled, or entirely prevented, by the use of 
appropriate preservative treatments or other suitable precautions. 

Almost invariably, the sapwood of a timber is less resistant to decay and 
insect attack than its heartwood. Conversely, the sapwood is nearly always 
more amenable to preservative treatment than the heartwood. Species vary 
widely in the natural resistance of their timber to fungal and insect attack. 
With appropriate preservative treatment, sapwood of practically all species 
and heartwood of permeable species can be rendered highly resistant to both 
insect and fungal attack. Thus, with proper preservative treatment, species 
of low natural resistance may be substituted for timbers of the highest natural 
durability and may even outperform them. 

The prime purpose of any wood preservation process is to extend the useful 
life of timber in service. This may be achieved by increasing its resistance 
to damage by invading organisms (fllllgi, insects or marine animals) or by 
increasing its resistance to deterioration caused by weathering and other 
physical forces. 

To be effective, preservation processes need to placP. an adequate quantity 
of an appropriate preservative far enough into the timber tc ensure that no 
unprotected or insufficiently treated wood becomes accessible to the invading 
organism or is exposed to other destructive forces. 

Nwnerous methods of treatment have been developed to protect timber 
against unwanted deterioration. The simplest have required only the applica
tion of surface barriers, e.g. paint, coatings of other materials, metal 
sheathing etc., which are intended to deny moisture and other destructive 
agencies access to the wood. Othe~, more sophisticated methods of treatment 
are designed to distribute throu1;h the wood preservative chemicals that are 
toxic to wood-destroying organisms. Current worldwide research aims at refin
ing these treatment methods and improving the environmental acceptability and 
other properties of the preservatives to the point where there is a satisfac
tory preservative and treatment process for practically every normal require
ment. 

Nwnerous chemicals and mixtures of r.hemicals can be used as wood preserva
tives. Some, like creosote oil and the copper-chrome-arsenic (CCA) salts, are 
general-purpose preservatives. Others, surh as boric acid and sodium fluoride, 
have specific, limited uses. Hence the choice of preservative will depend upon 
the agencies of deterioration (biological, mechanical etc.) against which pro
tection is required and the conditions to which the timber will be exposed in 
servi re. Jn choosing a pre.servat ive, rrms iderat ion should he given to the 
pnssihi 1 ity that the nature or 1·~·,•nl nf th 0 haznrrl may 1".h;ingf' in th" n111r~;1• of 
t i mf'. 

The hiodeterioration of wood Ii.•:. the rleterioration of woorl rausf:ol hy 
I iving organisms) and some forms of mechanical breakdown can be greatly 
r·educed or retarded by the <:orrer. t use of certain oils and toxic chemir.a ls 
th;it, r:ollr~ctiv1!1y, r.an be r:allerl wood preservritives. These preservritives m;iy 
hP appl ir.rl to th<> green log to prr~v<>nt f1111ir,al or inser.t rlamage for ;i fr.w wr~Pks 
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before conversion; to veneer or sawn timber for short-term protection during 
drying, shipping or storage; or to the final product to confer resistance for 
many years to decay, tenni tes, borers, marine organisms and such mechanical 
agencies as weathering, splitting or vater absorption. Fire-retardant 
compounds are sometimes grouped with wcod preservatives, and some proprietary 
products contain a mixture of fire-retardant and wood-preserving chemicals. 
Because of these varied uses, there are many different preservative for:oula
tions, though in general, all comply with the following main requirements. 

The first requirement is toxicity or repellency to the organism(s) to be 
controlled. Few chemical compounds are equally effective against both fungi 
and insects, and within any group there a:".'e often some organisms that have 
unusual tolerance. In most cases, therefore, preservatives based on a single 
toxic compound are best restricted to specific uses, such as borax for lyctid 
and anobiid control, while mixtures are preferably used as general-purpose 
preservatives. 

Although a high degree of permanence is not essential for all uses, pre
mature failure can be expected if a preservative does not withstand the condi
tions of service for the period required. When selecting a preservative, the 
conditions of s€:rvice must always be considered in conjunction with the 
required period of service. The more volatile preservatives are unsuitable 
where long-term protection is required, particularly if the rate of evaporation 
is i.1creased by exposure to high temperatures. Preservatives that can be 
leached easily from the wood are unsuitable for use under wet conditions, 
although they may give protection for a lifetime if the timber is kept dry. 

Penet_~~ti_Qfl 

However toxic or permanent a preservative may be, its effectiveness over 
a long period is highly dependent on the type of penetration obtained in the 
wood. Superficial coatings or shallow or erratic penetration cannot be 
expected to give protection for as long as deep, uniform treatment. Such 
treatment is dependent on the method of application, the penetration proper
ties of the preservative and the permeability, or treatability, of the timber. 
The latter is of great importance, although when sufficiently dry, the sapwood 
of most timbers is fairly readily penetrated. The heartwood is much more dif
ficult to treat. and many timbers. including the eucalypts, are in the "very 
rlifficult" class. In practical terms, this means that to obtain deep, uniform 
penetration in sawn timber, it is necessary to select the timber species, the 
preservative and the treatment method with considerable care. 

Other requirements 

Various other properties of ;i pres~rvative are either essential or desir
;1hle depending on the particular us~:. These include: 

(;i) S;iff·ty i11 use; 

(b) Low to:ddty to people; 

( c) Low f i r-e h~zard; 
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(d) Cleanliness and absence of objectionable or persistent odour and 
colour; 

(e) Environmental acceptability for both the treated wood and wastes; 

(f) Negligible corrosive action on conmon metals readily identifiable or 
detectable in treated wood; 

(g) Minimal interference with gluing, painting or other finishing; 

(h) Cheapness and ready availability. 

As tt.ere is no ideal preservative, it is necessary to select one that 
meets essential requirements and then to adjust the methods of treating and 
handling the timber to minimize any inherent disadvantages. 

2. Classification of preservatives 

There is no universally accepted system of classifying wood preservatives, 
but the main practical distinctions are listed in table 4. 

Table 4. Types of wood preservatives 

Type 

Permanent oils 

Fixed water-borne 
preservatives (CCA) 

Unfixed diffusion 
preservatives 

Aqueous dipping and 
spraying preserva
tives 

Light organic solvent 
preservatives 

Glueline additives 
for plywood 

Usual treatment methods 

Pressure or open-tank 
(thermal process) 

Pressure, sap replace
ment 

Examples of each type 

Creosote oils, mixtures of 
creosote with tar or mineral 
oils, oil solutions of penta
chlorophenol and creosote
pen tachlorophenol mixtures 

Metal-chrome-arsenic mixtures 
such as Boliden, Celcure and 
Tanalith salts 

Steeping, dip-diffusion, Boron compounds, sodiwn fluor-
pressure-diffusion ide and multi-salt diffusion 

mixtures 

Spraying or dipping to 
give superficial or 
envelope treatments 

Brushing, spraying or 
dipping to give super
ficial or envelope 
treatments 

For addition to glues 
used for handing 
plywood 

Log sprays, anti-satin dips, 
timber stack sprays, termite 
soil poisons etc. 

Water-repellent dipping preser
vatives, metallic naphthenates 
and various organic fungicides 
and insecticides 

Arsenic, chlorinated hydrn
carbon insecticides etc. 
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3. fixed_oil preservatives 

Creosote oil 

Creosote oil is probably the best known and most widely used preservative 
in the world. It is generally regarded as setting the standard of permanence 
and reliability for a general-purpose wood preservative for outdoor construc
tion timbers such as railway ties, poles, marine piling etc. Almost all the 
creosote oil currently used in Australia for wood preservation conforms to the 
AS 1143-1973. It is produced by blending distillate fractions fr~m coke-oven 
tar. The production closely follows the specification used in the United 
States for the production of high-temperature creo.:;otes; however, owing to 
subtle differences in composition, the Australian creosote produces an undesir
able deposit on the surface of t~-~ted wood. Transmission-line poles, when so 
treated, require a long period of weathering before becoming acceptable to the 
linesmen who must work on them. In an effort to overcome this objection, the 
Government and industry are working together to develop an emulsified pigmented 
creosote. Test results so far are promising, but additional field and labora
tory testing is sdll necessary to confirm the preservative effectiveness of 
treatments made with this modified ~roduct and to ensure the acceptability of 
the treated timber to the workforce. 

Creosote mixtures 

Mixtures o~ creosote oil with tar or mineral oil have br~n used to a con
siderable extent in ~he United States, mainly for railway tie treatments. They 
have not been used conmercially in Australia, although in experimental tests 
of pressure-treated radiata pine railway ties in South Australia, a 60:40 mix
ture of c;;:-eosote 'lnd furnace oil has shown a slight superiority over creosote 
alone because of a small improvement in the mechanical life of the ties. This 
advantage, which is due to better weather protection, is co111Don with heavy 
mineral oils but must be set against their tendency to form troublesome sludge 
when mixed with creosote. 

Tar used alone is not a good wood preservative because it 
than creosote and is usually less able to penetrate the wood. 
surface coating to improve the service Jife of timber in groWld 
doubtful value. 

is less toxic 
Its use as a 

contact is of 

fhe addition of about 2 per cent pentachlorophenol to creosote oil to 
increase its toxicity to fungi has gained favour in the United States for some 
pole treatments. It is not commercially used in Australia, but it might be 
useful for some round eucalypt timbers where it is difficult to obtain the 
desired minimum creosote retention. 

The addition of arsenic trioxide to creosote to improve termite resis
tance is also possible and may in the future find appl~~alion in areas of high 
termite hazard. 

A 5 per cent (by weight) so1ution of pentachlorophenol in a non-volatile 
mineral oil such as furnace oil may be considered as approximately equivalent 
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to creosote oil for the treatment of railway ties, poles etc. Ccmpared to 
creosote oil, this solution has the following advantages and disadvantages: 

(a) It is more resistant to weathering; 

(b) It is ineffective against marine borers; 

(c) It is often dirtier to handle and more likely to cause skin irrita
tion, for which reason its use is restricted in some countries. 

Although a 5 per cent solution of pentachlorophenol in heavy oil has given 
good results unoer a wide variety of conditions, it is not a good insecticide 
and needs to be reinforced with a persistent insecticide if required for use 
where there is a haz3rd from both decay and insects, particularly termites. 

4. F~ed water-borne preservatives 

Metal-chrome-arsenic salts 

There have been many attempts to devise mixtures of inorganic compounds 
that will dissolve in water to produce stable solutions but that will react, 
or fix, in the wood after treatment to form more or less insoluble toxic com
poWlds. Probably the most successful of these fixed water-borne preservatives 
have been the metal-chrome-arsenic salts, which are now widely used as general
purpose preservatives. As used co11111ercially in Australia today, these are all 
products of the copper-chrome-arsenic (CCA) type. These preservatives should 
be referred to by their trade names in specifications so that equivalent reten
tions can be set. 

Preservatives of unknown or confidential composition can rarely be recom
mended. The user should not be asked to trust secret formulations that may 
vary in composition and that cannot be assessed by a quick, practical test. 
The premature failure of treated wood is often disastrous but, as it may not 
occur for several years, it is more likely to damage the reputation of the 
wooden product ~han that ~f the preservative, which is easily changed in name 
and composition. 

The composition of m1..1st of the CCA preservatives currently available 
co11111ercially in Australia is listed in an appendix to AS 1604. Their 
elemental composition is presented in table 5. 

The toxicity of these preservatives to insec~s is dependent almost 
entirely on the arsenic content, while for fungi it depends on both copper and 
arsenic. The chromium is relatively non-toxic, its fWlction being mainly to 
control solubility and fixation and to prevent the corrosion of cetals. 

Differences in the toxic content of these preservatives do not indicate 
that one is superior to another but only that different amounts. or reten
tions, in the wood may be necessary to secure the same result. 

The difference between oxideand salt-type formulations should be under
stor I. In the latter, some sodium or potassium sulphate is formed as ~ by
product of the fixation reaction, and this may crystallize on the surface of 
the wood as a faint white bloom during drying of the treated timber. It is 
not poisonous or deleterious to the preservative and it readily washes off. 
In oxide formulations, this by-product is not formed. It is claimed that, for 
this reason, wood treated with an oxide formulation has higher practical impor
tance even in electric transmission poles, but this is controversial. 
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Table 5. Elemental composition of copper-chrome-arsenic preservatives ai 

Type of El~~ntal ~Ql!!~sitiQn Ci} 
Preservative formulation Copper Chromium Arsenic Zinc Phosphorus 

Boliden K. 33 Oxide 11.8 13.8 22.3 

Celcure A ) Salt 8 .1 14.1 14.8 
Celcure AP ) 

Tanalith c Salt 8.9 15.9 11.3 

Sarmix 3 Salt 8.9 15.9 11.3 

Tanalith CA Salt 8.9 15.5 21.0 

CS I RO 3S Salt 7.3 10.9 10.3 3.9 4.6 

CS I RO 30 Oxide 10.4 15.5 14.6 5.6 6.5 

al Some of these preservatives are now being produced with lower water 
content by using some anhydrous salts. However, their nominal elemental 
composition remains the same. 

iinc Qr copper pentachlorophenate 

These compounds, which have low solubility in water and are ve~y toxic to 
fungi, are used to a limited extent in wood preservation. Zinc pentachloro
phenate has been used cormnercially in Australia for the treatment of plywood: 
the veneer is dipped into two different aqueous solutions to form the insoluble 
toxic compound in the wood. Copper pentachlorophenate is generally more toxic 
to fungi but being strongly coloured has more limited use. The adJition of 
arsenic or other in&ecticides to both preservatives seems desirable where there 
is a termite hazard. 

There are several other well-known preservatives that form more or less 
insoluble compounds in the wood. These include the following: 

(a) Celcure non-arsenical: acid copper chr~mate; 

(b) Chemon ite: ammon iaca 1 <:opper arsenate. .11m1oniacal copper ca pry late, 
ammoniacal copper pentachlorophenate and solubilizec organo-tin compounds; 

(c) Wolman salts: fluor-<:hro~e, fluor-chrome-~rsenic. chromt-arsenic anrl 
copper-chrome-boron. 

Some of these preservatives r:nnf f:r high ::.~ .:.~~ tance to both decay and in sec ts 
and are well fixed. Others ·ire inferior in one or another respect or have 
other disadvantages. All, however, are potentially usable under some 
rond it ions. 
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5. Non-fixed diffusion preservatives 

Pe._~trability 

With fixed water-borne preservatives such as copper-chrome-arsenic salts, 
which are usually applied by pressure treatment, initial penetration occurs 
only where the solution can be forced into the wood. Fixation within the wood 
is usually rapid, and these preservatives soon become insoluble and incapable 
of further movement. The penetration pattern is thus fairly sharply defined 
and any areas that resisted treatment during the pressure injection remain 
wt treated. 

Diffusion preservatives are also water-soluble but differ from fixed salts 
in that they do not form insoluble compowtds in the wood or, at most, do so 
only very slowly. They thus retain their ability to move, or diffuse, in the 
wood over long periods if conditions are suitable. This diffusion is not a 
quick mass movement of solution, as occurs during pressure treatment, but is 
the slow passage of molecules or ions of the preservative from cell to cell 
through the water in the wood. Provided the wood is green or semi-green, this 
movement will continue in both sapwood and heartwood irrespective of whether 
the latter can be penetrated in pressure treatments. It will also continue in 
wood that has been previously dried but become wet again. Although diffusion 
is a relatively slow process, considerable penetration in green wood can gen
erally be obtained from a concentrated surface application of preservative, 
provided the wood is prevented from drying out for a few weeks after treatment. 

Application 

Where more rapid treatment is required, the methods COlllDO:tly used for 
lyctid imnunization of sawn timber in Australia may be used. These are hot 
treatments in which the timber is either steamed or is heated in the solution 
and is then allowed to cool down for several hours while still imnersed. Since 
the timber is usually either green or semi-green when treated, these methods 
com~ine an open-tank method with diffusion treatment, i.e. the volume of solu
tion in the tank decreases because of its absorption, and its concentration 
also decreases because of diffusion of the preservative into the wood. As 
relatively weak solutions are used and as the open-tank effect is considerable, 
the sapwood is usually much more heavily treated than the heartwood. In lyctid 
immunization this is a desirable economy. 

It should be clearly understood that most diffusion preservatives will 
leach out of wood used in ground contact or exposed to wetting for any consid
erable period. Diffusion preservatives are therefore suitable mainly for tim
ber or plywood used indoors or protected from wetting by a well-maintained 
paint system. 

As there are large differences in the rates of diffusion of diffen~nt 
preservatives, those used in diffusion treatments should be selected as far as 
possible from compounds in which the toxic ions are relatively fast moving. 

The main diffusion preservatives used or available in Australia are boron 
compounds, the effectiveness of which in preventing lyctid borer attack has 
been demonstrated for more than 30 years. These compounds have found wide use 
in Australia for this purpose and, more recently, in New Zealand for the pre
vention of both lyctid and anobiid bor~r damage. Also, it is now known that 
boron compounds have considerable toxicity to most wood-destroying fungi and 
useful toxicity to termites. Because of their fast diffusion rate, their low 
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cost and the clean, colourless treatment, they are particularly suitable for 
diffusion treatments of building timbers. 

Boron compounds 

The main boron compounds of value in wood preservation 3.re listed below. 
The toxic content has been expressed as per cent boron (B) in the pure com
pound. 

Boric acid (H.J1H)3) 

Boric acid (17 .48% B) is usually more costly per toxic Wlit than borax. 
It also has the disadvantage that solutions used for treating wood should be 
kept from contact with iron. Such contact causes inky discoloration due to 
the formation of iron tannate. Solubility at 20° C is about 4.6 per cent m/m 
(4.6 g boric acid in 100 g water). 

Because of its high water content (about 47%) and greater bulk, borax 
decahydrate (11.34'1 B) is usually less economical to use than borax pentahy
drate, although otherwise it is quite suitable. Solubility at 20° C is about 
4.9 per cent m/m. Unlike boric acid, it does not react with ferrous metals in 
a treatment plant. 

Borax pentahydrate (14.85% B) is widely used in Australia for the lyctid 
innunization of sawn timber and veneer. Because of its lower water content 
(about 31%) and lesser bulk than borax decahydrate, its price per toxic unit 
is generally lower. In c0111Don with other borate solutions for treating wood, 
it can be used in iron tanks without risking discoloration due to the forma
tion of iron tannate. 

Borax anhydrous (21.49'1 B) .:ontains no water of crystallization and is 
more difficult to dissolve than the hydrated forms. 

Sodium 1:5 borate (18.32 B), often called sodium pentaborate, is much 
more soluble in cold or warm water than boric acid or borax and is hence 
suitable for dip-diffusion treatments where a cold or warm, concentrated 
solution is required. It can be purchased as pentaborate or can be made by 
mixing 100 parts by mass of borir: acid (H3B03) with 78.5 parts of borax 
pentahydrate (N~2B407•SH20). This mixture contains about 16.32 per cent B. 

Sodium 1:4 borate (20.97% ~).sometimes called sodium octaborate, is 
highly soluble in warm water ar.d i~ r:ommonly used in dip-diffusion treatments 
of sawn timber in New Zealand. Up to about 20° C, it is not highly soluble, 
but thereafter itG solubility increases more rapidly wttil it becomes suitable 
for dip-diffusion treatments requiring concentrated solutions at temperatures 
of 30-55 ° C. Il can be made by mixing 100 parts by mass of boric acid 
(H3B03) with 117.5 parts of borax pentahydrate (NazB407•SHzO). This mixture 
contains about 16.06 per cent B. Its solubility at 20° C is approximately 
10 per cent m/m. 
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Sodium borofluorides 

A highly soluble complex is formed when boric acid (H3B03) and sodium 
fluoride (NaF) are dissolved together in the ratio of four parts by mass of 
H3B04 to one part NaF. This mixture contains about 14 per cent ~ and 
9 per cent F and is more soluble in cold water than the boron compounds pre
viously described. Its solubility at 20° C is approximately 27 per cent m/m 
and it is particularly suitable for cold dip-diffusion treatments. 

Fluorine CQ!DPOW1dS 

Sodium fluoride (NaF) is used as an alternative to boron compounds for the 
lyctid i11D1unization of plywood by dip-diffusion treatment of the green veneer. 
Unlike boron compounds, which affect the water resistance of some phenolic 
glues, sodium fluoride does not seem to cause any gluing problems. However, 
as a lycticide its cost is higher per toxic unit and more care is necessary to 
avoid health hazards. It is not a good termiticide. 

Complex diffusion preservatives 

BLUE 7 diffusion preservative 

BLUE 7 diffusion preservative is particularly suitable for the in situ 
treatment of any partially decayed wooden member that still retains sufficient 
mechanical strength to be useful. Applied as a brush coating or surface spray, 
with slight dilution, it will penetrate damp and/or decayed wood and prevent 
further decay. When used in the repair of window-sills and similar building 
timbers, pockets of badly decayed wood should be scraped reasonably clean prior 
to the application of the BLUE 7. 

BLUE 7 was developed for the treatment of centre rots in power poles, but 
it has proved to have much wider application. Recently, it has been released 
for general use and is now available in small lots for domestic purposes and 
in larger lots for industrial use. It is supplied as a concentrate consisting 
almost entirely of toxic components and, as supplied, contains 10.4 per cent 
copper, 13.1 per cent fluoride, 6.8 per cent boron and some ammonia. It is 
safe to handle and presents minimal pollution problems either in service, when 
it may be covered with paint, or in the subsequent disposal of any unwanted 
treated ~ood. The reco11U11ended rate of usage is 8-10 kg/m3. 

BLUE 7 should not be used where direct and continuous leaching is likely 
to occur. It is not intended for use in ground contact and, above ground, may 
need replenistunent every five to seven years unless protected by paint. 

Dip-diffusion preservative is variously known as CSIRO patent preserva
tive, BFCA (borofluoride-chrome-arsenir l or •fry-mix. It.c; components •:;m he 
prepared in several form:;, inclurlinp; .1 rlry powrler (henr.e "rJry-mix"), :i one
pack mix, a two-par.k mix or separate <:omponents. All forms are highly soluble 
in cold water and will readily form solutions in excess of 30 per cent m/m 
r.oncentration Ar:r.ording to the :ir:t11al fnrmulation use•!. the pr!'!servativ•: will 
contain 10-13 per cent element:il boron. ll-8 per r.ent element;:il flunrim:, 
1-4 per r.ent elemental chromi1~ anrl 6-H per r.ent elemental arsenir. 

One of the many advantap,es of 
requires no monitoring of treatment 
provided that the several components 

the dip-diffusion process is that it 
solution concentrations or r.omposition, 
an'! supplied and used in their r.orrn<:t 
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proportions. Immersion in the treating solution is only momentary, and con
tact between the green wood and the treatment solution is too brief for any 
differential absorption to occur. Penetration of the preservative takes place 
away from the treatment solution in diffusion stacks, or sweat boxes. 

Dip-diffusion preservative treatment has been successfully used in Papua 
N•:W Guinea for over 20 years for the control of insect attack and :lecay in 
building timbers. including exterior joinery. In spite of this satisfactory 
service record in tropical climates, and although some fixation may occur, this 
preservative is regarded as being leachable and is not recommended for use in 
grotmd contact. Best results will be obtained when it is protected from the 
weather by painting or when used indoors. 

Aqueous dippiag and spraying preservatives 

Wood preservatives in this category are used mainly in superficial treat
ments such as the spraying of logs, anti-stain dippir.g or sawn timber etc., 
where long-term protection is usually not required. However, some are used as 
termite soil poisons, and in this case much higher permanence can be expected, 
provided the application is not superficial. 

SQdium__~ntachlorophenate 

Sodium pentachlorophenate has very high toxicity to almost all fungi 
including common moulds, many of which are not deterred by treatments effective 
against wood-destroying fungi. It is water-soluble while the solution remais 
alkaline but will precipitate out as the water-insoluble pentachlorophenol if 
the scJution becomes even faintly acidic, i.e. when the pH falls below 7. For 
this reason, solutions used for dipping timbers often contain borax to supply 
an alkaline reserve, or buffer, against the acidity of the wood. 

As sodium pentachlorophenate is a much better ftmgicide than insecticide, 
its use in log sprays is almost always in mixture with an insecticide intended 
to control borers. 

Typical formulations for a log spray or an anti-stain dip for sawn timber 
are as follows: 

Log spray (X m/m) 

Sodium pentachlorophenate 
Emulsifiable insecticide, such as pure lindane, 

dieldrin etc:. 
Water 
Colour, if required 

Anti-stain dip or spray for sawn timhP.r (1., m/m) 

So<tium pentarhlorophenate* 
Borax pentahy<trate (Na2B407·">HzO) 
Water 

Content 
- _rn_ 

2.0 

0.8 
97.2 

0.5 
l. 5 

98.0 

*Under difficult conditions, l per cent sodium pentachlorophenate may be 
necessary. 
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~ium orthophenylphe~ 

As an alternative to sodium pentjchlorophenate, sodium orthophenylphenate, 
which is water-soluble, is more pleasant to use and less toxic to people. In 
general, somewhat higher concentrations are desirable. 

Sodium salicylanilide 

As the toxicity to people is very low for sodium salicylanilide, which is 
odourless, it can be used for mould control in food stores or near foodstuffs, 
where most other preservatives would be objectionable. 

Copper-8-guinolinate 

Water-soluble formulations of copper-8-quinolinate, also called copper-8, 
have been tested at the New Zealand Forest Research Institute and havE: been 
shown tc be suitable for application by spray or dip. Adequate control of 
mc.ulds, stains and decay ha; been achieved with concentrations as low as 
0.025 per cent active ingredient. Copper-8 is not compatible with boron salts 
but may be used in conjunction with emulsifiable concentrates of the chlor
inated hydrocarbon insecticides. It is somewhat corrosive to iron treatment 
vessels, and solutions of this preservative tend to be unstable. 

Emulsions and suspensions 

Most modern insecticides are organic compounds that will not dissolve in 
water but that are widely available as emulsifiable concentrates or as water
dispersible powders. Purchased in these forms, they can be readily diluted 
with water to form emulsions or suspensions. Many organic fungicides can be 
similarly prepared if required. They have a nwuber of uses. 

Termite soil poi~ 

Emulsifiable concentrates of aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin, heptachlor etc. 
may be diluted with water and used as termite soil poisons. Some of these 
compounds are widely used in Australia for this purpose and if applied in 
accordance with the provisions of AS 2057 are effective for many years. 

These insecticides, either as emulsifiable concentrates or as wettable 
powders, may be used for temporary insect protection of sticks of sawn timber. 
Spraying with lindane or dieldrin at a concentration of 0.5 per cent m/m, cal
culated as pure active compound, would be a typical application. It should be 
noted that, with pinhole borers, this type of treatment may not prevent damage 
entirely in freshly sawn green timber as the beetles can drill holes for egg
laying so rapidly that some disfigurement may occur before the insecticide can 
takP effect. 

The most persistent insertir:irles. both oil solutions .:tnrl emulsions. h;iv•~ 

apparently been used to control pnwrler post h<P.etle att;ir:k in newly ~r·•!•·t•·rl 

eucalypt hardwoorl house frames. Appl ierl ;is an overall spray coating to the 
completed timber frame, such treatments may retard the rate at which these 
horers destroy susceptible sapwood, but there is no evidence that the end 
result is any different from what happens in houses that are not sprayed - it 
just takes a little longer. Su('.h treatmP.nts are not reconanended by r.SJRO. 
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Light organic solvent preservatives are solutions of fungicides and 
insecticides either singly or in combination in non-swelling (non-aqueous) 
solvents. These solutions may also contain wax and resin additives intended 
to repel water or impede its absorption, thus contributing to the dimensional 
stability of the tre3ted wood. Originally, they were intended to give short
tenn protection to exterior joinery during the period between delivery to a 
building site and completion of the structure. In more recent times, there 
has been a tendency to expect longer-term protection from them. 

These preservatives were once mainly applied by spraying, brushing or 
short-term dipping, but more recently they have been increasingly used in 
vacuum/pressure systems. With irost timbers, the penetration obtained with 
surface application or short-term d"pping is only superficial and, on the side 
grain, the protective envelo~e may be very thin indeed. End-grain penetration 
is usually deeper but varies greatly with the timber speci~s anc "'i ~h the 
presence of sapwood. With relatively impermeable timbers, such as eucalypt 
heartwood, the end-grain penetration obtained from a three-minute dip may 
amount to only a few millimetres, while with absorbent timbers or sapwood, it 
may exceed 250 rmn. With the modern vacuum/pressure cycles sometimes used, 
penetration depends on both the treatment schedule and the permeability of the 
wood. In any case, and for best results, light organic solvent preservatives 
ghould be applied only to seasoned wood after all machining and fitting has 
been completed. 

ApplitatiQ_n 

As a general rule, superficial treatments do not give effective protection 
to timber used in ground contact or fully exposed to the weather. Their main 
use is for timbers in service above-ground, where the hazard is moderate and 
intermittent and where they are given some additional protection by painting 
or :ire otherwise sheltered, as by a roof overhang. Typically, they are used 
to protect exterior joinery by inhibiting water absorption at the joints and 
by serving as a protective envelope against decay and insect attack. When 
timber so treated is cut or machined after treatment, the freshly exposed 
surfaces should be given a saturating application of the preservative solution 
lo restore the protective envelope. 

Light organic solvent preservatives are now being offered for many pu~

poses for which they were not originally intended. Some of these uses may 
involve high hazards, or even soil contact. Under such conditions of exposure, 
they cannot be ~xpected to give as mui:h protection as conventional pressure 
impregnation treatments with fixed preservatives or with creosote oil and other 
preservatives in a heavy, non-volatile oil. 

Components 

Copper naphthenate 

A solution of ropper naphth•m;itP. in miner;il turpentine or whit<> spi!""its, 
rontaining at le;ist 2 per i:ent met;illir ropper, has been used as a coating or 
t1 i pping preservative for many years. It is durable, has a reasonable measure 
of water repellency aod is quite effective against both decay anrl insects. It 
has also heen usP.d, prior to painting, on wooden boats, inside for proter:tion 
against decay arHI outside for protection against marine borers. After the 
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solvent has evaporated, it has low toxicity to green plants, so it can be used 
for the treatment of seed boxes. 

Copper naphthenate has a persistent and rather unpleasant odour and is 
usually slow to dry, but if allowed to dry for long enough, it can be painted 
over. It has a strong, persistent green colour. 

Pentachlorophenol 

Pentachlorophenol is very toxic to fungi, but it is not particularly 
effective against insects. When used in modern, general-purpose preservative 
formulations, it is usually reinforced by the addition of a persistent 
insecticide such as aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin or heptachlor. It may also 
be fortified with tributyl tin oxide in some of the formulations used in 
vacuum/pressure treatment of joinery etc. The formulations may also contain 
timber-stabilizing and water-repellent compounds. If treated timber is cut, 
the protective envelope should be restored by saturating the freshly exposed 
surfaces with preservative. 

Pentachlorophenol is toxic to people and is liable to cause dermatitis. 
It has been banned in some countries. In spite of its disadvantages, it has 
been widely used and will no doubt continue to be used for some time but with 
considerably more care and attention to sensible precautions. 

Tributyl tin oxide 

Tributyl tin oxide is the principal toxicant in many solvent-based pre
servatives, particularly in those used for the vacuum/pressure impregnation of 
exterior joinery. Although it has insecticidal properties, most proprietary 
formulations contain insecticides as well as resins and waxes. Tributyl tin 
oxide is particularly effective against brown rots and, used in conjunction 
with other fungicides such as pentachlorophenol or quaternary ammonium com
pounds, it can be a very effective preservative. 

7. Glueline additives 

Borer and termite attack on plywood can be controlled effectively by the 
addition of suitable insecticides to the glue. This simple treatment can be 
used with most glues but has special application to phenolic resins used for 
exterior and marine-grade plywoods. With these grades of plywood, neither 
boron compounds nor sodium fluoride, both of which are readily leachable, can 
be recommended for a product that is sold as waterproof. Insecticides that 
are not readily leached and that give good control of borers and termites when 
incorporated into the glue are, therefore, attractive. The recommended glue
line additives are amply described and provided for in AS 1604. 

So far, the addition of preservatives to the glueline has not beer. 
accepted by Australian research workerR as a suitable means of increasing the 
decay resistance of plywood. 

E. Extending the service life of timber (timber preservation) 

lntroduc;:t~QQ 

Having chosen a preservative suitable to the anticipated hazard and 
service condition, the quantity, or retention, of the preservative and its 
distribution, or penetration, into the wood can be greatly affected by the 
treatment process. The choice of pror.ess will depend upon many factors, 
including the condition of the wood at the time of treatment, e.g. its moisture 
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content; the timber species (some species are more permeable than others); 
whether the sections to be treated are natural rounds or sawn (sapwood is 
always more permeable than heartwood of the same species); the hazard and 
degree of exposure to which the treated timber will be subjected in service 
(e.g. building timber protected from t:te weather is generally at lower risk 
than exterior joinery, and timber used in ground contact is at higher risk 
than timber used underground). 

A wide range of treatment processes is available to the modern practi
tioner of wood preservation. These range from simple surface applications and 
diffusion treatments requiring little capital expenditure to sophisticated 
co11111ercial operations using high autoclaves (or cylinders) with automatic con
trol of treatment variables such as vacuum and pressure, time and temperature, 
coupled to capacious storage tanks and backed up by modern laboratory facili
ties for quality assurance. In commercial ventures, the scale of the operation 
will be related to the capitalization of the treatment plant. 

AS 1604 attempts to equate preservative penetration and retentions to the 
natural durability of the heartwood of the treated wood and thP- severity of 
the hazard to which it is likely to be P.Xposed in service. It nlso lists the 
major conunercial preservatives available in Australia. It does not place any 
restriction on the treatment process but indicates results to be attained. 

1. P~essure treatment 

When pressure is applied tc the liquid in which permeable timber is 
immersed, the rate and depth of penetration are increased. This is the basis 
of all pressure treatment. Vacuum/pressure is a term used to cover most forms 
of such conunercial treatments, because they employ a vac'lt.un in the treatment 
cycles. 

The first requirement for the process is a steel pressure vessel or auto
clave with a pressure-tight door. The door can be held by bolts, but quick
locking doors with hydraulic seals have obvious advantages. 

The basic plant, shown in figure 3, requires a working tank with a con
tents gauge; a pressure pump for applying pressure to the liquid in the pres
sure cylinder; a vacuum pump to fill it and to remove surplus preservative from 
the surface of the timber; and the necessary ancilliary piping and valves. In 
addition, a circulating pump may be provided for pumping preservative between 
the cylinder and the tank or for mixing by recirculation. 

Figure 3. Basic pressure treatment plant design 
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The pressure cylinder must be protected by safety valves. A gauge 
for pressure or vacuum/pressure is essential. Plants using heat have a 
pressure/temperature recorder on the cylinder and a thermometer on the working 
tank. A storage tank for reserve supplies is necessary in a plant using oil, 
and a mixing tank with mechanical stirrer or other means of agitation is neces
sary in a plant using water-borne salts. Pressure vessels are usually required 
to withstand vacuum and hydraulic pressure of 140 kPa (gauge) for low-pressure 
treatment and up to 7,000 kPa (gauge) for high-pressure treatment. 

To facilitate manipulation, some types of preservative require heating to 
reduce viscosity before they are pumped into the pressure cylinder. This is 
usually accomplished by heating with steam coils or by employing a heat 
exchanger, although in small plants electrical heaters can be used. When heat 
is applied, both the cylinder and the tank must be adequately insulated. 

Cylinders vary in size from 1.8 m long x l m in diameter (for the treat
ment of fence posts) to more than 25 m long (for poles). Some cylinders are 
made large enough to accept packs of sawn timber already stripped for drying 
to avoid the extra handling costs, but such large cylinders require much more 
liquid to fill them and it is sometimes cheaper to treat more charges in a 
smaller cylinder. in spite of the extra handling costs. 

Timber is loaded on steel 
over a movable bridge that is 
connect with tracks to other 
restrained and the bogies held 
when the cylinder is flooded. 

bogies, which run into the cylinder on rails 
removed to operate the door. These rails can 
parts of the plant. Light timbers must be 
down to prevent them floating off the rails 

Different sequences tJf cycles of vacuum, air pressure and liquid pressure 
are used to obtain treatment retentions with various timbers and preservatives. 
There are different treatments for different purposes. 

Full-cell treatmer.L (Bethell process) 

As its name implies, full-cell treatment leaves the cells in permeable 
timber full of liquid. Vacuum is first applied to the cylinder to remove as 
much air as possible from the timber (figure 4). The same vacuum is maintained 
while the cylinder is filled with preservative solution and pressure is then 
applied unt ii n~fusal* is reai::hed. Ttw pressure is related and the cyl imler 
emptied, after which a short final varuum is applied to recover "drip" or waste 
that would otherwise occur; finally the vacuum is released. 

Conunonly, a 2-3 hr treatment. inclucling initial and final vac1111J11s of 
Hl min eild1, is n~quired for a permenhlP limber s11r.h as Pin1,1s_ radi~ta sripwood. 

M11rh longer var1111m ;md pressun~ rerin<is may he neP<iPrl with semi-permeatdP tim
bers. such ;JS the heartwood of w~stern hnml<wk. Tsuga heterophyll<l. lo oht.;iin 
~;ufficient retention and penetration •d tlw pr~:servalive. Total tn:alm•:lll 

times of 12. hr or f'Ven longer :in· r·ostlv h11t m;iy he in1:xpr.nsivr: whf:n nimpan:rl 
with thP r·nsl of a premat11rr· fail111·" 111 S<':n:irr: nf impe1·fprf)y trr,;1!,.rl 
m;i lf: r i i'\ I . 

>'<Ref11snl is <iefinecl ;is t.h1: st.agr· in the 
pt·f's'!rvnt ive absnrhe<i in any two r·onsr~r11t ive 
I pf:r cenl of I.hr: amount already ahsorbPd. 

t n~a tmen t when 
l "i min periods 

thF: q11m1tity nf 
does nol exreed 
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Figure 4. Full-cell treatment (Bethell) 
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Full-cell treatment is also used for the treatment of semi-permeable or 
refractory heartwood with preservative oils. Hardwood railway ties are usually 
treated in this way to obtain maximum retentions. 

These treatments depend on the expansion of air trapped in the timber 
during treatment to expel excess preservative from the cells after pressure 
has been released. Their use is essential when maximum penetration without 
excessive retention of preservative oils is required in more permeable timbers. 

Lowu pxoc;ess 

The Lowry process (figure 5) is the simplest and most commonly used form 
of empty-cell treatment. The preservative is admitted to the cylinder without 
drawing an initial vacuum, and atmospheric air is released from the top of the 
cylinder as it fills with liquid. When pressure is applied, the air in the 
timber is compressed as the liquid is forced in to the timber. After the 
desired gross ahsorption of liquid has been achieved, preferably at refusal, 
the pressure is released and a short final vacuum is applied during which time 
a proportion of the liquid, known as the kick-back. is forced out by expansion 
nf the air r.omprnssed in the r.<!ll (-;witie;,. 

R1,1eping pror:ess 

111 the Rueping process lfi~ur<: 11). thr: r.harge is sealed in the r.yliruJ<:r-, 
which is then fil lerl with compu~sserl .1ir toil predetermined pressure. Presenr
iltive is then pumped in against this pressure, which is preventer:! from rising 
hy bleeding air from the top of the r.ylinder as the r.ylinder fills. When the 
r.yl inder is ful I hydraulic pressure is applied followed by a final vacuum. 
Ki ck-ha1'.k is gn:riter with this pro1~ess than with the Lowry r.ycle and it is 
mainly user! fnt" every permeable I ightweight timbers. In Australia it has been 
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used for treating radiata pine with creosote for poles, posts and railway 
ties, where control of final retention is essential for economy and to prevent 
bleeding. 

Figure S. Lowry empty-cell treatment 
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Figure 6. Rueping empty-cell treatment 
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Oscillati~g__p_r~sure process 

The oscillating pressure method (figure 7) is a variation of the full-cell 
process for the treatment of softwoods of high moisture content with water
borne preservatives. By the use of rapidly alternating cycles of «racuum and 
hydraulic pressure, it replaces SOI!!'? of the frE:e water, or sap, in the t:;nber 
with preservative solution. An automatic controller is used to apply vacuum 
pressure cycles to the pressure cylinder. 
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Figure 7. Oscillating-pressure treatment 
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Research in New Zealand has shown that Pinus radiata can be successfully 
treated by this method provided that it is partly air-dried first and that the 
repeated application and release of press•i::e is sufficient witt.out the use of 
vacuum. The process in use in New Zealand uses boron compounds as the preserv
ati~e. With CCA preservatives, the process requires careful control of solu
tion strength and cremical balance as these may alter during treatment. 

Double vacuUJTI 

This process depends primarily on creating a vacuum inside the timber and 
then using this to draw preservative fluid into the timber. The impregnation 
period is usually at atmospheric pressure, although in some variations it may 
still be under vacuum. With semi-permeable timbers, or to obtain high preserv
ritive loading, a positive pressure may also be used when it is necessary. 

A final vacuwn serves to remove excess preservative from within the wcod. 
The complete penetration of permeable sapwoJd is achieved, but retentior.s are 
r-cmtrnlled at a low level sinc:e the double vacuwn technique is used with 
organic: solvent preservatives to treat window-frames and other building timbers 
that are to be painted. 

Liquified gas process 

This prou:ss 11ti lizes ;1 gas sur:h :;s h11tane, whir:h <:an he liquif i r:d hv 
r·ooling or hy r·ompression a11rl 11s'"'.rl ;is '-l solvent for organir: pn=:1H!rvati,1••s. 
Thi: treatment is a pressure pror:ess in which nearly all the excess solvent 
PVapnr;it.P.s from tl11~ wood at thP. r:onr:lusinn of the treatment r.yr:lf~; it rP.nders 
tllf' woorl re::i<ly fnr immediate nse. 
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The wood is placed in a treatment cylinder and an initial vacuum is 
applied. The cylinder is then purged with an inert gas until safe conditions 
have been achieved and a second vacuum is applied. The preservative solution 
is then run into the cylinder and the pressure is increased by applying heat. 
At the conclusion of the pressure phase, excess liquid is returned to storage 
and the pressure in the treatment cylinder slowly reduced down to vacuum con
ditions. A second inert gas purge is then applied, and when safe conditions 
have been achieved the wood may be removed from the cylinder. 

The process possesses the advantage that penetration of 
permeable species can be achieved and the wood is inmediately 
finishing because there is no solvent. 

some semi
ready for 

Although pressure treatment is generally regarded as the basis of commer
cial preservation, the methods described below are important for particular 
purposes and in some instances are the only means of treating a particular 
type of timber or of treating timber i!l_~itu. 

Brushing, the simplest and most readily available method of applying a 
wood preservative, is particularly suited for use by the general public and 
for on-site treatments in buildings, particularly where the working cf pre
treated timber exposes a fresh surface. It is mostly associated with organic 
solvent wood preservatives or with lower viscosity grades of creosote. 

Preservatives should be brushed on to clean and dry timber in flood coats, 
with the second and any subsequent coats being applied after the previous coat 
has soaked in but before it has dried. The p·.·eservative should not be brushed 
out to cover a large area; instead, suffici~nt flood application must be given 
to achieve the application rale reconunended for the preservative being usf:J. 
This usually necessitates two or three applications. 

The preservative should be appl~ed at the appropriate rate to all sides 
of the wood and must be f loaded on to the end grain. When treating made-up 
corr.ponents, e.g. furniture, the preservative should be flooded into joints. 
Wilen used for woodworm eradication, it is beneficial to flood it into old 
flight holes. 

The life of superstructures such as fencing and huts and sheds will bf; 
r··-<r .. 11<Jed by severnl years by thP. hr11sh ::ipplication of ::i suitahle preserv::iti•1f~ 

·"'-.:iv he prolnnged almost inddinit,!lv hv ::ipplir;itions of woorl preserv;1tiw· 
;1• at~rvals of three or four yP,:ir~.. <:::lr': mu~t be taken tn ~nsure the pr,:"~fl(!r ... r

at: .• : enters all the joints where w;ite1· mi~ht lodge. 

Spqiyi ng 

Lhe spray application of wood preservatives is generally comparable in its 
results to brush applicRtion and can be carried out as an alternative to brush 
treatment 1mder ;ippropriatc r:irctunstanr.f~s. Spray treatment is the most common 
method of a~plying wood pres~rv::itives in the in situ era~ir.ation of won<Jworm. 
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The preservative should be floodec on to the surface until a slight run
off occurs. If the resultant atsorption is less than that reconmended for the 
preservative b€ing used, further applications should be made after the initial 
treatment has soaked in but before it has dried. 

For pre-treatment, the preservative should be aFplied .:o all sides of the 
timber, and for in situ era-:!i::ation, to all accessible sides. P2rticular 
regard should be paid to entl grain and joints, which should be thoroughly 
flooded. 

In deluging, the timhec is passed th; ough an enclosed tunnel in which 
preservative is applied to it fro"ll various types of jet. In different makes 
of deluge tunnels, these vary from spray jets similar to those used in normal 
spray applications to a nl.lll"ber ef small jets or a single jet from a large
diameter pipe. 

Deluging is mostly used for application of organic solvent preservatives, 
but tar oils, creosote and certain types of water-borne preservatives may also 
be applied by this met~od. 

Because they offer greater throughput ~~d more uniform application, deluge 
treatments can be used for the pre-trra~mtnt of timber in industrial situations 
where a brush or spray treatment might a1so be r.onsidered. 

Bandage treatments are useful in prolonging the life of poles that are 
partly decayed. A porous medium or an emulsion containing a diffusable pre
servative is a~plied to the surface of the pole at the ground-line. Diffusion 
of the preservative outwards into the soil at, and below, the ground-line is 
prevented by a waterproof membrane. 

CSIRO has developed a bandage system in which polyurethanP. foam has been 
pre-impregnated with diffusable fungitoxic chemicals contained within an outer 
protective sheath of polyethylene. The bandage is ap~lied to the pole at the 
ground-line and is heat-shrunk into place to ensure a close fit. 

This process is an effective maintenance treatment used on standing, 
<le-sapped, durable poles showing partial decay. Checks and decay pockets at 
th? ground-line are scraped free of soil and scoured with a very hot flame, 
which burns all the decayed wood and sterilizes the wood adjacent to it. The 
surface of the pole is then charred and, while still hot, is sprayed with 
rreosote. The .lisadvantage of the treatment is th~ small loss of cr0ss-se~tion 
tlwt orrurs ear.h time it is repeated. 11s11ally every three to si:~ vears. 

1~old soaking 

Th'! dfi~r"-i·.rf'nP.ss 'lf this t.rf';1t.mf~nt. is relatf:d to the timf: for whirh thr· 
timh,:r is imm•~rs":d. Wi'..'1 many r,f tll': presP.r·.rati·1es prepared for these 1rnat
me11ts. the recommended immersion times rnnge fr0m three minutes (dip treatment) 
. ·· many buildin~ timbers tP sev•~ral hour:; for. fenr.e posts in ground contacl 
nr other ha7.ar<lo11s situations. 
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!"he clean and dry timbers are totally ill'lllersed in a tank of preservative 
fluid. lll'lllersion treatment is used for all types of wood preservatives, but 
it is most usual with organic solvent preservatives or low-viscosity creosote. 
The treatment is normally carrierl out in ambient temperatures. 

An exception to total inmersion is the butt treatment of fence and other 
posts, where an effective, economical treatment can be given by soaking the 
butt end only, to about 300 11'111 above ground level, in preservative for several 
hours and treating the remainder by a much shorter i.111Dersion or by brush or 
spray. 

Hot and cold bath process 

This process inv'.llves heating the dry timber in steam, hot water or 
liquid preservative to drive out most of the air, followed by cooling in pre
servative, when the atmospheric pressure assists capillary forces in moving 
the liquid to replace the air driven out. Heating is best done close t0 the 
boiling point (100° C) or higher if oil or steam are used. The heating time 
is approximately proportional to the thickness. As a general rule, one hour 
at the maximum temperature is required for each 25 mm of thickness, but where 
poles or round timbers require treatment of a narrow sapwood only, this time 
may be reduced. Where time is not critical, e.g. in an overnight treatment, 
it may be expe~ient to reheat the preservative the next day to drive off sur
plus liquid and improve surf ace clean! iness. Th is is known as an expansion 
bath. 

Hot and cold bath treatment can be done very simply in a drum over an 
open fire, but for effe:::tive control and safety the preservative is usually 
heated by steam coils or low-temperature electric elements in an insulated 
tank. Poles and posts can be treated full length in the horizontal posit5on 
or butt-treated in the vertical position to save heat and preservative where 
protection of the sapwood above ground is not essential. In either case, ade
quate lifting gear is needed. Hot and cold bath treatment is not used with 
the "fixed" CCA preservatives, solutions of which are not stable at high tem
peratures. It is a very satisfactory method of treatment with creo!>ote and 
other oily preservatives or with solutions of single water-borne salts. 

Sa.Q~replaceirumt methods 

This term covers a variety of similar treatments of green round timber in 
which some of the free water or sap is removed from the sapwood and replaced 
by a water-borne preservative solution. One method, the Boucherie process, in 
which a solution under pressure is applied t~ one end of the freshly cut log 
or pole, has been in use in Europe for over a hundred years. Modern variations 
of this include the application of a vacuum to one end of the log or even 
immersing the log in liquid under pressure at the same time. 

A simple form of sap replarPment r·;111 1->P userl to treat roun<I hanlwnnrl f'!nr•.· 
posts and small poles. Freshly rut ~r<?en posts are barked and their butts 
inunersed in a 3.5 per cent solution 0f r:opper-i:hrome-arsenic. As the sap 
~vaporates from the exposed surf ar:es. SCJ 1 ution is drawn up to replau: it. 
Br:fore al 1 the solution is 119:rl. t.h•: v•sts arf' in·;erterl to treat the top r:nrl~;. 

fr1 good drying weather, posts r:an be treated ir about orH: week. Altho11gh Uw 
distribution of preservative in the sapwood is not uniform, the treatment has 
proved both cheap and effective. In remote areas where impregnation facilities 
are lacking, this process is very cheap ;mrl simple for people wanting .: fr:w 
posti-; for their own use. 
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The sap replace~ent process is recommended for treating sound, green 
hardwood posts with water-borne preservatives. The hot and cold bath method 
is used to treat dry timber with oils and oily preservatives, e.g. creosote. 
CSIRO experimentally treated some Victorian green pine posts using a variation 
of this process. Freshly cut posts were substantially, but not completely, 
insnersed (vertically or inclined) in hot creosote for about six hours at 
90-100° C and were then allowed to cool to 50° C, usually overnight. A very 
thorough treatment of the softwood posts resulted. 

Diffusion processes 

These processes are based on the fact that chemicals in solution will 
move from zones of high concentration into zones of low concentration through 
a permeable material such as wood. This principle operates when treating 
green timber with chemical preservatives in aqueous solution. The molecules 
or ions of the dissolved preservative move from the zone of high concentration 
in the solution to the zone of lower concentration in the wood. 

The rate of movement of chemicals into wet wood is governed by factors 
such as the density of the timber, solution concentration and temperture. lt 
has been established as follows: 

(a) The concentration of preservative at a given depth in the timber 
after a given time is proportional to the solution concentration; 

(b) The depth of penetration of a 
proprotional to the square root of the 
concentration; 

required concentration is 
time of immersion for any 

directly 
solution 

(c) The rate of diffusion is approximately doubled for each 20° C rise 
in temperature. 

These relationships are used to determine approximate treatment schedules with 
rlifferent forms of diffusion treatment, but because of variation between and 
within species they must be checked by fr~quent chemical analyses. 

Simple diffusion 

Simple rliffusion involves water-soluble single salts dissolved in water. 
Green timber is inunersed in the solution for hours or days, c!epending on 
species, size, concentration and temperature of the solution, to allow suffic
ient salt to move into the timber. This process is principally used for the 
inununization of sapwood. The preservative in the wood is not fixed and will 
1 f!ar:h out. 

Dip-diffusion 

Dip-diffusion was develop•~d l,v <:S!Pn. /\ft•:r ;,awing, thf: green timh•:r i~; 

inunerser! in a strong solution nf ''multi-salt rliffnsion preservative, •!.g. a 
pntented combination of boron, fl11orinr:. r:hromium and arsenic compounds. After 
momenlrtry irrunersion, the limb•,r t.<; then rlose-pilerl unr!f!r rover to restrir·t 
dr·yin~ tor sevt:t;il WP.eks whil·~ tl1•: prr:s1:r·1;iti·1f: diff11ses into the wood. Tl11: 
pn1n:ss is wirl1:ly used in Pap11;1 Nt:w r;11i1H:;1 for tltf: tref!tmr:nt of l>11ildir1g tim
hf:rs of mixer! spN:ies. 

Timber treflted by tl;e above twn prr1resses is unsuitablf:: for 
r·onrlitions such a~; ground r:rmt;11:l or for extern;il use unless 
p;1i11t, ;1s th,-. prr·sr:rvrttivf' s;ilti:; r-.·m;iin w;1tf:r-sol11hle. 

u<;e 1mr!P.r wet 
pro tee terl hy 
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Double di ff l!Si.Qn 

The purpose of the double-diffusion method is to form a preservative salt 
that is resistant to leaching within the wood, by reaction between suitable 
chemicals. This can be accomplished, for example, by first soaking green posts 
in a solution of copper sulphate long enough for sufficient chemical to diffuse 
into the wood and by then inmersing them in a second solution containing sodium 
chromate with or without sodium arsenate. As the second solution diffuses into 
the wood, a precipitate is formed that is toxic to fungi and very resistant to 
leaching. The solution concentrations must be carefully checked before each 
treatment to ensure satisfactory fi~ation of the chemicals. Full-length treat
ment by this procedure has given excellent results with fence posts, and the 
method is also used for the in -~i~1,1 treatment of the wood in water cooling 
towers, usually by spraying the first solution onto the wood and, after a suit
able interval, spraying the second solution. 

Inhg~ent factors 

While some treatment plants deal with only one species, such as l;'i_n_JJ~ 

r~~l.i!Y, most treat a variety of timbers. Plants treating sawn timber wil 1 
have very mixed results if impermeable timber is included in lots of treatment. 
The proper identification and segregation of species is essential if consis
tently satisfactory treatments are to be obtained. 

Problems can occur at conunerc:ial pressure plants that treat eucalypt poles 
if the species are not properly identified by the pole cutter. Many species 
are difficult to tell apart after they have been barked, so there is always a 
risk of including refractory species in a charge of mixed species. 

Density is an important factor in determining the depth of penetration and 
am~unt of 1 iquid preservative that any timber will absorb. In general, lighter 
timbers can be penetrated more readily and absorb more liquid than denser ones, 
but for anatomical and structural reasons there are many exceptions to this 
rule, f-.Jr example, Douglas fir, Baltic spruce and balsa. Pit aspiration and 
blockage of vessels in heartwood by xyloses are typical anatomical factors that 
can affect penetration. 

The user or timber treat.er must. be aware of the maximum preservative 
retention that can be obtained in a timber of any given density. Knowing that, 
he or she can der.ide .,..hat type of treatment and what concentration of solution 
to use. 

Factors that can be controlled 0r morjifi~rj 

Moisture content 

Thf! most important f;:irtr11, :ift•;r inh<!f"'!llt trf'!iitahil it_v. th;:it. ;iff•·r t.f; 

pr·es('rv;:itivP. pcnet.r;:ition ;rn<I n:t<!11tior1 is moi::;t11re rontent. Many technir111P.s, 
mainly non-press11n: processes, nrr~ h<!ing rlevelnp~rl to tn'!at timtlf~r with w;1tf!r-
hon1e mu! oil prr!serv;:itives at moif:;t.urr: contents above I.hf: fibrP. ~at11ratio11 

point O'i-30 per cent). Th'! jl;P.nernl practice in Australfa is to rlry n 1.I 
lr~atahle timber to a point below this figure for pressure tr~almP.nt.. 
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Retention and penetration are further improved in the sapwood of eucalypt poles 
if these are fully dried to equilibrium moisture content 02-15 per cent in 
southern Australia) before treatment. 

Timber can be dried in the treatment cylinder by boultonizing, which con
sists of boiling under vacuum in creosote or preservative oil before applying 
a pressure treatment process. The technique is well established in Australia 
as a conmercial treatment for hardwood railway ties. 

Prefabrication 

As a general rule it is desirable that all machining of timber be done 
before it is treated. This is particularly important with refractory timbers, 
in which end-grain penetration is usually all that is obtained. In fact, most 
prefabrication or machining is done before treatment because it is more conven
ient. For example, railway ties are adzed and bored, poles are machined for 
cross-arms and caps, bolt holes are drilled, cross-arms are bored for bolts and 
insulation pins, and timber for log cabins and cooling tower components is 
fully machined. 

Incising is a form of prefabrication specifically designed to improve 
penetration, particularly into refractory heartwood through side-grain sur
faces. Machines for this purpose make a regular pattern of incisions with 
sharp knives at intervals of about 50 mm along the grain and 25 11111 across it, 
usually to a depth of 18 11111. Incising is used overseas on railway ties and 
poles of refractory timbers such as Douglas fir and, in Australia, for the 
impregnation of eucalypt railway ties with creosote or oily preservatives. 
Incising may also give more uniform drying when done on green material, thus 
reducing the risk of splitting. 

Bark must be removed as it will retard drying and, in softwoods, will pre
vent radial penetration. Any bark is a nuisance in a treatment plant, where 
it can come loose and obstruct valves or strainers. 

No matter how good the preservative, a treatment will not be effective 
unless the retention, or amount of preservative present in the treated wood, 
is sufficient to repel or destroy the invading organisms and unless the pene
tration, or. distribution of preservative in the treated wood, is such that no 
improperly treated wood is accessible to invading organisms. 

Usually, shallow penetrations are indicative of low retentic~s, and deep 
penetration will result in high retentions. However, when retentions are 
expressed in terms of volumes of treated wood, as opposed to total volume of 
wood treated, preservative retention need not be related to the depth of pene
tration. 

Current Australian standards and specifications tend to require treated 
timbers to satisfy penetration r~quirements before being tested for ~omplian~e 
with retention n~quirements. Fortunately, with most preservatives, penetration 
is more readily determined than is r~t~ntion. 

Penetration 

Penetrntion is 
of tile treatment. 
(hollow-core borer) 

usually r.herked hy hodng treated wood at the conclusion 
With poles and other round timber, an incremen~. borer 
is c<manonly used to extract a radial plug from the side of 
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the pole or post, usually at about mid-length. Such a plug or core can be 
split and penetration can be accurately measured and, if necessary, retained 
for refererce. 

With water-borne preservatives, the colour of the treated wood may be 
indicative of preservative penetration, but most coDIDercial operators rely en 
specific chemical indicators. For example, turmeric is used to detect boron 
compounds, while chrome-asural S and rubeanic acid are indicators for CCA-type 
preservatives. 

With creosote and other oily preservatives, chilling the plug before 
splitting will retard the "bleeding" (creeping or smearing) of the oil and so 
allow more time for an accurate measurement. 

According to the type of cormtodity being treated, preservative retentions 
will be based on average or charge* retentions or on the retention or preserva
tive in individual pieces. Furthermore, a distinction must be made between 
retentions expressed in terms of total volume and those referring only to 
treated wood volume. 

For example, with fence posts of f_. ___ !'.itc;Jj._ata, which has a wide, permeable 
sapwood, practically the whole of the post will be treatable and there will be 
little difference between treated volume and total volume. With eucalypt hard
wood posts, only a narrow, out~r annulus of sapwood will be treatable and the 
treated volume is likeiy to be much less than one third of the total volume. 

Water-borne preservative salt retentions are expressed as either (a) the 
amount of active ingredient as a percentage of the oven-dry weight of the wood 
or (b) the net dry salt retention, which is measured in kg dry salt/m3. 

With these preservatives, the solution concentration can be varied to 
control uptake: a small volume of concentrated solution delivers as much 
chemical as a larger volume of a dilute solution. 

The retention of creosote and oil-borne ~reservatives is generally expres
sed as total prEservative uptake, e.g. kg/m of 5 per cent soll!tion of pre
servative in oil. 

Retentions determined from charge volumes apply to the charge as a whole. 
Where the variation, or scatter, of retentions between pieces in a charge is 
required, individual retentions can be found by weighing th•.! pieces before and 
after treatment. Samples of, for instance, borings taken from individual 
pieces can be analysed by chemical or other means, but because of the varia
tions in loading that can ocrur within the piece itself, this method does not 
necessarily give the same result. However. it is usually all that is !Jr·cir·tic
ahle. 

In the r:asf' of round timbP.r!; with a relati·.;ely narrow band of tre;:itablf~ 

sapwood, such as the eucalypts. th<· ,.,dtJmP. of ~.reatahle timber in <i char~,. mu~;! 

lw eslimrit(:<I. br:forf! treatment. from mr:;1~t1rf:me11t~ of mean ~irth and mean :;:q•· 
wonrl thir·k11Ps1; f"r· "arh pol1·. Thi:;. in 
thr: sapwood-heartwood bound<1r/, whirl1 

~11n;, rl•.·renrl1: on ;1 r·Jp;ir- rl•~finit i<J11 ,,f 

often reriuires the usF: of a rhemir·al 

*One rh:irp;r· is a single I oad nf l imhf:r in ;i pressure ryl inner. 
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Dimethyl yellow in alcohol and water is effective with many 

Accurate determination of the average charge retention requh·es the fol
lowing: 

(a) Measurement of the volume of liquid preservative used, from the dif
ference hetween the initial and final tank gauge readings, with proper allow
ance for drip, leads and evaporation and corrections for changes in volume due 
to changes in temperature; 

(b) Determination of the volume of timber treated. With ro\Dld timbers, 
this may be calculated from the girth, length and sapwood thickness of the 
individual rounds, but penetration should be checked against sapwood thickness 
for a representative sample; 

(c) Checking the concentration of salt in aqueous preservatives by chem
ical analysis or by measurement of specific gravity. Water-borne preservatives 
can vary in concentration as a result of imperfect mixing, precipitation or 
selective absorption by the timber of individual components from a mixture. 

The determination of preservative retention is unreliable with those 
treatment processes in which green wood i~ used and where the timber can lose 
water during treatment. This applies to certain types of diffusion treatment 
and to processes where green (unseasoned) timber is strongly heated. 

6. After-treatment 

Removal of timber from the treatment plant does not necessarily complete 
the treatment process. Oil treatments may require a period of air-drying to 
make the timber clean enough to handle. Heavy petrolewn oils and coal tar 
rarely dry out completely and are therefore reserved for purposes such as 
railway ties and marine piling, where resistance to weathering or leaching is 
more important than a clean surface. Creosote and the lighter oils require 
different drying times depending on the timber, the retention and weather con
ditions. 

With appropriate protective clothing, timber impregnated with water-borne 
preservative may be handled soon after treatment. However, if it is to be used 
for mouldings or for any other purpose where properly dried timber is essen
tial, surface drying is not enough, and the cost of complete re-drying must be 
al lowed for. 

In spite of lheir poisonous nature, preservative oils and water-borne 
preservatives are generally safe to handle if norme.l precautions are observed. 
Most preservative oils have irritant prope=ties with distinctive odours, which 
combine to ensure that they are handled carefully. Copper-chrome-arsenic pre
servatives, once impregnated int.n the timher, <Jre insoluble, which minimi:>:es 
the haza1·d lo health. Skin irritnt'on•; r.an or:r.ttr when plant 0perators handle 
either type of preservative, b11t they are more likely if handlers are careless 
about washing or wearing gloves anrl aprons. 

The <lisposal of waste from t:·P.atmrml plants requires some r.are. <;n!oso!.P 
and preserv;itivr> oils will r.ontaminate streams so that plant effluent shoulrl 
have some fnrm of trap to retain as much as possible. CCA water-borne preserv
atives are toxic in solution and should never be released into streams. Dis
charges are subject to strict environmental controls. 
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Small quantities of waste timber treated with CCA preservatives may be 
burnt in an open space but should never be used for cooking or in a barbecue. 
The remaining ash will contain some soluble arsenic and should be buried in a 
safe place away from streams and ground water. It has been found to kill gar
den plants. 

At the present time, no single authority is responsible for specifying or 
maintaining standards of preservative treatment in Australia. The forest 
departments of Queensland and New South Wales control preservative treatment 
by state legislation. In Victoria, the Forests Cormnission has been given 
similar authority but does not exercise it. The Standards Assodation of 
Australia has produced standard specifications covering items such as 
preservative-treated transrr.ission poles and building timbers. Various elec
tricity supply authorities and Telecom Australia have their own specifications 
for treated poles and cross-arms and maintain their own inspection services at 
treatme~t plants. The Timber Preservers' Association of Australia is concerned 
with maintaining high standards of treatment within the industry. 

Defective treatments of timber may be caused by one or a combination of 
the following factors: insufficient drying; poor plant control; poor quality 
and incorrect concentration of preservatives; insufficient treatment time, 
pressure or temperature; treating mixed charges; incorrect processes etc. 
When faulty treatment is detected, its cause should be traced and eliminated 
with the help of preservative suppliers, state forest departments and other 
authorities. 

Large i terns such as transmission poles are usually labelled with informa
tion such as the timber species, the treater's name and the date of treatment. 
Sawn timber and plywood can only be identified as treated by branding or colour 
coding each piece. Despite some objections to the extra cost and complications 
in production, branding must eventually be accepted. Without it, there is 
considerable risk that untreated timber may be sold as treated or that timber 
treated for a low exposure rating may be sold or used for situations where 
much more severe hazards exist. In New Zealand this risk has been recognized, 
and all treated timber is required to oe branded and colourless preservatives 
identiiied by a dye. The branding of inununized timber is required by law in 
Queensland and New South Wales. 

While the same processes can be ustr! to treat plywood as are used to treat 
solirl timber, there are &ome imr>ortant <lifterences. Unless plywood is sperif
ically made wholly of sapwood or permeable heartwood veneers, it cannot be 
eff~ctively pressu1e-treated in made-up form if complete venetration is 
i·equired. J'.lso, the re-dryin~ of plywood pressure-treated with water-bornf: 
r,reservatives becomes increasin~h· rliffi,:1111. as I.lie thickness increases. 

In spite of this, large riuant •ties nf wat.::rproof plywo0d, pre-cut to fi11-
ished size. are treated with high loadings of f;CA salts for use in r.ooling 
towers, whr~re it. i!:; provin~ .. .,,rv s;1ti:;f;vton· anrl re-dryin!;( is not tlf:~rl•:d. 

The :dmplest wav to preserve plywonrl ii; by prP-treating the ven•!ers. Thi:; r·;11: 

he done by dip-rliff11sion of greP.n vr>nr>r>rs and pressure treatment of dry ven-
f!P.rs. 

A large proportion of Ans~.rnliar! plywood production is already imm11ni7.f!rl 
rig;dnst lyr.tid ritt;irk, usually by thr: mnmert;iry <lip-diffusion tre;itment. of 
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veneers, but some is immunized by adding insecticide to the glueline. Tne 
latter method is very effective against termites and o~fers some possibilities 
for protection against decay when thin veneers are used. 

Reconstituted boards can be treated by adding preservatives or insecti
cides during manufacture or in special cases by soaking the finished board in 
preservative oils. Treatment is rarely specified, but some hardboards are 
treated to prevent termite attack. 
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II. FIRE RESISTANCE OF TIMBER* 
Robert H. Leicester** 

The combustibility of timber and the potential of timber to fuel a fire 
have been a stumbling block to the rational development of procedures for 
assessing the fire safety of timber structures. The basis for this probably 
lies in history, when cities of timber buildings were devastated by major 
fires. Wel !-known examples of this are the fire of London in 1666 and the 
burning of the Ginza district in Tokyo in 1872. In London, one response was 
to double the premium for houses having timber frames; in Tokyo, the governor 
ordered the area tc be rebuilt in brick. 

A legacy of these past disasters is that in most countries today, the 
building regulations provide no rational approach to the use of combustible 
materials, such as timber, for structural purposes. Usually, the regulations 
either prohibit or accept, without question, the use of such materials for a 
given end use. 

However, during the past few decades there has been a keen interest among 
fire-research scientists in developing r3tional procedures for designing timber 
structures to resist fire. It is probably for this reason, perhaps even more 
than for reasons related to economic pressures of the building industry, that 
the situation has been reviewed by building authorities. 

This chapter discusses several significant aspects of the behaviour of 
timber structures in a fire. 

A. Characteristfil_Qf_timbrr subjected to fiil 

Wood comprises a mixture of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, bound 
together in a complex network. As wood is heated above 280° C, it decomposes 
or pyrolyses and is converted to gases, tar and charcoal [l]. The gases flame 
vigorously at temperatures above 280° C, but the charcoal requires temperatures 
of about 500° C for it to be consumed. 

As the char builds up, it tends to protect the unburnt timber from rapid 
pyrolysis. The unburnt timber is an excellent thermal insulator and, as a re
sult, the timber a short distance from the char edge is unaffected by the fire. 
One significant ~onsequence of this is that a timber member in a fire does not 
exhibit the destructive expansion behaviour of unprotected steel members. 

A schematir illustration nf burning wood i.s shown in figure 8. For a 
softwoorl. typir.,1 parameter!" "t 11i .. •mhurnt timber ;:ire as follow!' 1~1: 

density= 'JOO hdm1; thP.rmal rnnrlwli\·ity = O.l'i .J/ser: m QC; spP.dfir heill ;; 
I, 700 .!/kg Qr;. 

*Owing to l"f~"ent developm<:!lt!" 111 timhe1· 
respect to fire resistance, the origin:ll lecture 
this artirle, whirh was originally publisher! by 
(A11slrnliri) as rhapter 9 of Fire Engineering 
~afety. 

engineering anrl design wit.h 
material has been replao~rl hy 
the Institution of Engineers 
for Building Structvres and 

"'*An off irer of CS IRO, Divis ion of Bui Id ing Research, Melbourne. 
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Figure 8. Degradation zones during burr.ing of timber 
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The effect of temperature on strength and stiffness, both during and 
after a fire, is shown in figures 9 and 10. 
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Effect of heat conditioning nn the FOSt-fire 
strength and stiffness of wood 
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When dry wood is first heated it will d.ar at a rate proportional to the 
incident radiation [3]: 

dh/dt = 10 R/r {l) 

where dh/dt is the rate of char (mm/min), R is the radiation (kw/m2} anti ;; is 
the wood density (kg/m3). 

Once the wood has developed a protective layer of char, the char rate 
will slow down considerably. In a standard furnace test, as specified in 
AS 1530.4-1985 [4], dry wood will char for several hours at a roughly constant 
rate [ 5] : 

dh/dt = 0.5 + (250/n)2 (2) 

for a typical softwood of density ')00 kg/m3, this gives a c:'.•arring rate of 
(). 75 mm/min. 

The charrinl'; rate in a furnace for a range of Australian species is given 
in figure 11. Values for r.ha1·rin~ r;ites from various r.ountries have heen 
1·0! laterl hy Srh;ifff:r [6). 

1. ~ombustibility 

Tlw assessm•!nl of r.omhustihilitv ~i'.·1~11 in AS )')30.1-1984 !71 is mf:as11rerl 
hy pl;ir·ins.; smilll /~'1-mm diametf'r ~~1,,·r·im•:11.~ in ;i r.illorimeter ilnd heating th,:m t.o 
<1bo11t R"JO" C for lO min. If flrimin~ 01· ;i temperature rise in the r:alorimeter 
is noted, then r·ombustion is deemed to have occurred. According tn this cri
lf'rion, limber, r:ven timber tn:riterl with fire retardants, is classified as 
r:c1111ln1s ti b I e. 
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Figure 11. Charring rate of timber; based on data fr0m 
30-min. furnace test 
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If the purpose of the combustibility test is to reduce the fuel load in 
building fires, then this does not appear to be a rational basis for banning 
the use of timber as a structural material. For a start, it is quite an easy 
matter to design a timber structure that contributes less than 20 per cent of 
the fuel loading of a building. Jn addition, timber is not the most dangerous 
of the fuels that are to be found in buildings. This is indicated by the com
parison of the burning rates of some selected materials as shown in table 6. 

Of more concern than combustibility is ~he phenomenon of after-glow, which 
is the ability of exothermic materials such as timber to continue burning after 
the exte::nal heat source has been removed. This car. ocr.ur in timLer treated 
with CCA wocd preservative after only ;i few seconds of contact with e grass 
fire; in this case the risk of :lfter--glow -:an be mini.mized hy repladng CCA 
with the CSIRO-patented JS fccmulation. which is based on zinc and phosphorus 
additives. After-glow can also occur in untreated timber if it i..; subjer:ted 
to a fierce fire for more than rn minutes; treatment with a suitable fire 
retardant will remove the risk nf this h:~pening. In urban fires, the risk nf 
after-glow is negligible, as firemen have been trained to dous€. burnt timber 
w.i th water. 
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Table 6. Ideal burning rates a/ 
----------------

Material 

Ethyl alcohol 

Polystyrene 

Polycarbonate 

Douglas fir 

Ideal burning rate 
(g/cm2 sec x 104) 

40 

35 

25 

13 

- -- ---- ----- --- ----------------------

Source: A. Tewarson and R. F. Pion, "Flammability of plas
tics - I. Burning intensity", C~stion and FlClD!e, No. 26, 1976, 
pp. 85-103. 

al The ideal burning rate is defined as the combustion rate 
when energy Losses from the burning surface equal the energy 
supplied by other bodies. 

2. Early fire hazard 

The initial stages of a fire, before flash-over occurs, are usually the 
most dangerous with respect to human safety. This risk may be assessed by 
AS 1530.3-1982 (8). Some hazard values measured in this way are shown in 
tables 7, 8 and 9. The range of the hazard index is 0-20 for ignition and 
0-10 for the other parameters. Zero indicates a negligible hazard. 

Table 7. Hazard indices for some building materials 

. __ .Hau.rd jrut~x 
Flame Heat 

Material Igniti~ n spread evolved 

Plasterboard 0 2 

Pine lS 7 6 

Acrylic carpet 16 8 

Smoke 
developed 

3 

6 

Sourr:e: .J. B2esley, J . .J. reou~h ;:inri A. W. Moulen, "Early burning 
properties of Australian timhr!rs". Ter:hnical P.3per (Ser:ond Series) ~!'>. f, 

(M,dhoi.rn~, r;~;!Ro. Division of !'.•1ildi11~ P1!s~;:ird1, 1971.). 
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Tabl~ 8. Hazard indices for untreated timber 

Timber density 
(kg/m3) 

400 

900 

Iw-ition 

14 

13 

--- ----~~_g__jp.Jle~---- -- ----- ---- - -
Flame Heat Smoke 
spread evolved developed 

9 9 4 

5 5 

Source: A. W. Moulen and S. J. Grubits, "The early fire hazard 
(Canberra, Experimen ta 1 

Construction, Australian 
properties of timbers", Technic;.il Study No. 50 
Building Station, Department of Housing and 
Government Publishing Services, 1980). 

Table 9. Hazard indices for radiata pine 

______________ u _ ___ Haz!U!Li~-- _________ _ 
Flame Heat S~oke 

Treatment Ignition spread evolved developed 

Untreated 15 7 6 3 

Impregnated with 
fire retardant 0 0 () 2 

- ----- ------------- -~ ------------------------- -- --- -

S~e: J. Beesley, J. J. Keough and P.. W. Mouien, "Early burning 
properties of Australian timbers", Technical Paper (Set.:ond Series) 
No. 6 (Melbourne, CSIRO, Division of Building Research, 1974). 

Tables 7 and 9 show that the hazard of an untreated softwood timber !s no 
worse than that of acceptable furnishings, such as acrylic carpet, but cer
tainly nowhere near as good a~ that of plasterboard. lable 8 shows that the 
hazard indices tend to drop w1th inrreasing density of the timber; tabk <) 

.shows that the early fire hazar<I of t imher can be essential 1 y el iminaterl hy 
the use of fire retardant treatments. 

Gardner and Thomson [9) haVf: r:onduc:ted f-..111-scale room burn tests and 
obtained the time to flash-over for· ;1 variety nf forest prorfurts. Somf' qf 
these are listed in table 10. 'lnrl it rrifl h·~ se~:n that therr: is reasonablr: ,·or
relation oetween time to flasli-o•:pr ;.md th·~ M; l',rn. 3 tim~ to ignition a11d tl1•· 

ASTM E8l1 flame spread index r 101. Titer<: w;is Vf!ry poor r.orreliltion l>etwt~f:ll lt11: 

time to flash-ovr~r and either tlw spP!Arl of flame nr he;;t-.,vnlv<>rl i11rlin~.~ f'V;il--
11;it,-:rl ilrcordin~ t.o AS 1530.1. r: :~h011lrl h•' nnterl th;:it thf'. M; l"i1f!. ~ spn·;1rl "f 
flame index is •11rrently us"rt as t.l1r• mr:thod of regul;:itin~ builrlini;< mal.f:ri;tls 
in Australia. 
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Table 10. Measured early fire hazard properties of forest products 
- --- --- --------

Material 

Fire-retardant-treated 

Sawn radiata pine 

Untreated 

Sawn blackbutt 
Sawn Douglas fir 
Sawn Victorian ash 
Sawn radiata pine 
Sawn Western red cedar 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

532 

952 
498 
654 
532 
345 

Time to 
flash-over 

in room burn 
(min) 

No 
flash-over 

Radiata pine particle board 754 

7.2 
6.5 
6.3 
6.1 
5.9 
5.6 
4.S Luan plywood 480 

3. S!x~~~u(a__l integrity 

AS 1530.3 
time to 
ignition 

(min) 

15.4 

6.S 
s.s 
6.2 
S.7 
s.o 
S.l 
4.6 

ASTM E84 
flame 
spread 
index 

6 

48 
69 
51 
77 
69 

11)4 
170 

Once flash-over occurs and the contents of a compartment become fully 
involved in a fire, it is necessary to prevent this fire from spreading to 
adjacent compartments. The defence mechanism against this requires not only 
that the integrity of the compartment walls remain intact but also that the 
supporting structure maintain its load-carrying function during the fire. 

The assessment of structural performance in a fire may be carried out 
according to AS 1530.4-1985, which specifies that a structural element, or 
system, be loaded to its intended design load and then subjected to a furnace 
fire that is intended to simulate the conditions of a fiercely raging compart
ment fire. The time to collapse of the structural element, or system, is 
dee~~d to be the fire resistance rating of that element. Most of the proposed 
fire-resistance design methods for timber structures are related to meeting 
this furnace-test criterion. 

Fire resistani;:e of 11olio timber elemepts 

Fot theoretical design procedures, the first step in evaluating thP strength 
of solid tinber elements during a fire is to compute the area of unburnt timber 
anrl the rate at which the char is rrogressing. For a furnace test, this can he 
<lone through the use of equatinn (~I. 

Then, the wood tf.mperature at ;1 rlistanr:p x rn from the edge of lhe char r.;m 
hr evaluaterl from 

T (l) 

whf!re 

( '~ ) 
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Here, T0 is 23° C, the initial temperature of the wood; Tmax is 290° C, the 
temperature at the edge of the char; dh/dt is the charring rate; p is the uens
ity; Cp is the specific heat; and k is the thermal conductivity. 

Figure 12 shows the tt!mperature distribution computed in this way for a 
softwood timber subjected to a standard furnace test. From this information 
and that giveu in figures 9 and 10, the strength distribution in timber both 
during and ~fter a fire can be determined, and these a:c shown in figures 13 
and 14. 

Figure 12. Temperature distribution in a softwoo~ timber during a fire 
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Figure 13. Structural properties of solid timber during a fire 
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Figure 14. Structural propertjes of solid timber after a fire 
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It is seen that during a fire, a realistic assessment of structural 
behaviour can be obtained by neglecting a 10-m.n layer of unburnt timber and 
assuming that the residue still has its full initial strength and stiffness. 
Similar results have been obtained recently by Schaffer and others (11]. 

Fire resistance of metal connectors 

Ur.protected metal connector systems exhibit very poor performance in 
fires. The connectors conduce the external temperatures rapidly, and when the 
wood reaches 300° C it lo~es all its !~cal bearing strength, as indicated in 
figure 9. When this happens, the connector system fails (12]. 

The simplest m~thod of protecting metal conn'"'ctors is by recessing them 
into the timber of the structural member and ther. covering them with a.1 
additional gi~ed-in plug of timber (figure 15). 

Figure 15. A method of ~'r'Jtecting metal connectors 
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Gl IJt;.cl_jo in t;s 

Fire does not burn any faster in glued joints than it does in solid tim
ber. However, the strength of glued joints may fall rapidly as the t•:mper:t
ture rises. Fo1 example, urea formaldehyde glue tends to lose significant 
strength at 100° c. 

The presence of glued joints may be igflored when these are only lightly 
stressed and occur in bulky members such as glulam. However. in small, highly 
stressed situations such as occur with finger-jointed scantling, the glued 
joint should not be relied on to pedorm well unless it is first checked hy a 
fire performan~e test. 

R~pair of fit:e-d_am~gect _strµctures 

After a mild fire, heavy timber members may be quite satisfaclory for 
continued service. As indicaterl in figure 14, there is ;m effective loss of 
streng~h to a depth of about 5.0 nm below the charred derth. fr~quently this 
is of no con~eauence for members w!.ose sizes have been determined by stiffness 
considerations, and in such casPs tr.e unsightly char is usually sandblasted 
off and the surface repainted. Metal connectorE ~hould be checked to ensure 
that they are intact and that they have the neces;ary protection to mnke them 
fire resistant. 

The performance in a standard f 11r11ace test, such as that described in 
AS 1530, is used as a basis for fire resistance ratings. 

There have i>.s211 :-:.:>••Y measurements of the effects of a !°•Jrnace test on the 
load capacity of solid timber and glulam beams [13], [14], [151. For standard 
metal connectors, the fire resistance is poor, usually less than 15 min [12]. 
For modified connector systems, German standard DIN 4102.4 [16] and 
Meyer-Ottens [17] provide fire resistance figures based on furnace tests. 

Data on the performance characteristics of various wall and floor assem
hli.es cc;1taining timber elements m;iy he obtained from s11<:h organi?:atious as 
the Underwriter's Laboratories of Canada [18) and fr~m building regulatory 
authories [16!, [19), [20], (21]. 

The charring 
extensively, and 
limhelS [19!. [2~J. 

2. Room fires and IJui lding tests 

rates of 
effective 

timber members in room 
prediction meth0ds are 

fires have 
available 

been 
for 

s turi i e<I 
;,oft.wood 

Ful l-sc.:\lf: tests on smill l twn-stor·~·: Ind lrfjn11;s hav~ ti~:"!l •mdr>rt:ikf'r: in 
.J;ipan (2.1], whir 11 r,how that liKht-tr:im<> t.imh('r '·nnst:-11rtim1 r;,n prrwif!P s;i:i~;

far:tory fir•; resistance · : dwel I ins;:!~. 

L H•:li;,hilit.y analysis 

Reliability methods of ;ui;;Jysis frn assessing the fire r~sist.rinr~: of 
limber structun:<; liave bee11 developed both for the c;H;P. "' {urnar:f~ firr:f; wit.Ii 
;i steady charring raf.e [2· r2·.1. [211] ;111d for t.lir: r:asf! of ronn. fir1~~; fl</], 
[27]. Mehaffr-y [LR! 11sed :iiahilit; ;md phy!;ir.;d modelling conn~pts to ass1:ss 
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the effects of the added fire severity due to the use of wood studs in fire 
separation walls and found that the added effects were neglible. 

Existing standards and draft standan:ts on the fire resistance of timber 
construction are all based in some way on the furnace test. ~ome standards 
give the fire resi:;tance directly in terms of furnace test data [lb], [Zl], 
[29]. Others standards are formatted in terms of computing the residual 
strength a~ter subtracting a sacrificial hyer of char [30], [31). In the 
Australian draft standard, the residual strength is taken to be equal to the 
strength at ambient temperatures. 

The first edition of the Bttilding Code of Australia accepts the use of 
fire-resistance-rated timber elements for certain classes of buildings. How
ever, for other classes there is a restriction on the use of timber because it 
is c'assed as a combustible material. This restriction holds regardless of how 
well the structur~ performs under fire conditions and re~ardless of how little 
1t may contribute to the fire hazard. The reasons for such a restriction have 
nut been stated clearly. 
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